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new payroll
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By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Top
House Republicans rebelled
Sunday against a bipartisan,
Senate-approved bill extending
payroll tax cuts and jobless benefits for two months, reigniting
a politically fueled holiday-season clash that had seemed all
but doused.
The House GOP defiance cast
uncertainty over how quickly
Congress would forestall a tax
increase otherwise heading
straight at 160 million workers
beginning New Year's Day.
House Speaker John Boehner,
R-Ohio, said it could be finished
within two weeks, which suggested that lawmakers might
have to spend much of their
usual holiday break battling
each other in the Capitol.
A day after rank-and-file
House GOP lawmakers used a
conference call to spew venom
against the Senate-passed bill,
Boehner said he opposed the
legislation and wanted congressional bargainers to craft a new,
year-long version.
"The president said we
shouldn't be going anywhere
without getting our work done,"
Boehner said on NBC's "Meet
the Press," referring to President
Barack Obama's oft-repeated

By TOM BERRY
ice," Elkins said. "I have enjoyed working with him and
Staff Writer
wish he and Rita the best in their retirement."
Fifth District Rep. Melvin Henley says he will not be
Murray-Calloway Economic Development Corporation
running for re-election in 2012 following four terms repre- President Mark Manning said Henley was instrumental in
senting Calloway and part of Trigg County in Frankfort.
efforts to promote job growth.
"I've always said nobody should stay in office more than
"From my perspective in economic development, he has
eight years," Henley told the Ledger & Times. "If I'm always put the interest of the community first when it
going to talk the talk I'm going to walk the walk. It has comes to creating jobs. One of the main reasons I came to
been a humbling experience and an honor to have served Murray was because Melvin and a few other leaders conthe Fifth House District, and I will continue to give my dis- vinced me that it was the right thing to do," Manning said.
trict 110 percent until my term ends in December, 2012." "When we got together to work on things like Pella, or
Henley, D-Murray, ran for his first term in 2004. He won expansions or the bridges, it always worked very, very
the post defeating challenger Robert "Buddy" well. My hope is that we can find someone, not to fill his
Buckingham and was subsequently re-elected for three shoes because he's got a lot of experience, but someone
additional terms.
that has the ability to take that position and grow into it and
During his tenure in Frankfort, Henley served and con- be a contributor back to the community like Melvin has
tinues to serve on many committees including economic been."
development, energy and tourism, transportation; elecHis legislative colleague, First District Sen. Ken Winters,
tions, constitutional amendments and intergovermental R-Murray, said Henley has accomplished much during his
affairs, state government, and a subcommittee of appropri- time in office and wished him well.
ations and revenue for budget review of post-secondary
"Rep, Melvin Henley has been a strong advocate for
education. He also serves as co-chair, with Sen. Jack Murray and Calloway County and Murray State University
Westwood, of the state Capitol Projects Advisory Board.
during his term in office," Winters said. "I wish him the
Calloway Judge-Executive Larry Elkins said Henley has very best in any future endeavors that he may become
served Murray and Calloway County well.
"Melvin's had a long, distinguished career in public serv-
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Monday: Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 55.
Monday Night: A 30 percent
chance of showers after midnight. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 45.
.-Tuesday: Showers and possibly a thunderstorm. High
near 58. Southeast wind
between 6 and 10 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 80
percent.
Tuesday Night: Showers
likely, mainly before midnight.
Cloudy, with a low around 47.
Southeast wind 6 to 10 mph.
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ANGIE HATTON (Ledger & Times
KIDS AGAINST HUNGER: One-hundred-thirty-six voulunteers came out in three shifts Saturday to Stahler Dairy and
Poultry Farm to pack meals for Kids Against Hunger. The group packaged 39,000 meals for children in Murray and
Calloway County, according to Loretta Jobs, program satellite director. Pictured, from left, are volunteers Alex Trzepacz,
Steve Kroehler, Loretta Kroehler and Logan Smart filling food bags.

By BULLIT MARQUEZ and JIM
GOMEZ
Associated Press
ILIGAN, Philippines (AP) — As a
storm that killed rpore than 650 in the
southern Philippines raged outside the
store where she works, Amor Limbago
worriedly called home to check on her
parents, but their cellphones just kept
ringing and later went dead.
Limbago, 21, rushed home as soon as
the flash floods receded and confirmed
her worst fear: Her parents and seven
other relatives were gone, swept away
from their hut by the river. They had
eagerly planned a small Christmas dinner in that hut just days earlier.
"I returned and saw that our house was
completely „gone," a weeping Limbago
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told The Associated Press from Cagayan
de Oro city. "There was nothing but mud
all over and knee-deep floodwaters."
Tropical Storm Washi blew away
Sunday after devastating a wide swath
of the mountainous region on Mindanao
island, which is unaccustomed to major
storms. It killed at least 652 people and
left more than 900 others missing, the
Philippine Red Cross said.
Most of the victims were asleep Friday
night when flash floods cascaded down
mountain slopes with logs and uprooted
trees, swelling rivers. The late-season
tropical storm turned the worst-hit
coastal cities of Cagayan de Oro and
nearby Iligan into muddy wastelands
filled with overturned cars and broken
trees.

Most of the dead were children and
women, Red Cross Secretary General
Gwendolyn Pang said.
The government's Office of Civil
Defense placed the number of dead at
516 with 274 missing and 431 others
rescued. Its head, Benito Ramos, said he
expected the toll to rise and added that
the government count was slower
because authorities try to identify each
casualty by verifying it with relatives.
Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin
and top military officials flew to
Cagayan de Oro and Iligan to help oversee search-and-rescue efforts and deal
with about 45,000 displaced villagers.
Among the items urgently needed are
coffins and body bags, said Benito
Ramos, who heads the government's

PYONGYANG, North
Korea (AP) — Kim Jong
II, North Korea's mercurial
and enigmatic longtime
leader, has died of heart
failure. He was 69.
In a "special broadcast"
Monday from the North
Korean capital, state media
said Kim died of a heart
ailment on a train due to a
"great mental and physical
strain" on Dec. 17 during a
"high
field
intensity
inspection." It said an'
autopsy was done on Dec.
18 and "fully confirmed"
the diagnosis.
Kim is believed to have
suffered a stroke in 2008.
but he had appeared relatively vigorous in photos
and video from recent trips
to China and Russia and in
numerous trips around the
country carefully documented by state media. The
communist country's "Dear
Leader" — reputed to have

disaster-response agency.
"It's overwhelming. We didn't expect
these many dead," said Ramos, adding
that authorities were continuing to find
bodies floating at sea.
disaster-prone
the
Although
Philippines is lashed by about 20
typhoons and storms annually, the devastation shocked many, coming close to
Christmas — the predominantly Roman
Catholic nation's most-awaited time for
family reunions. Army officials in the
south said they canceled Christmas parties and would donate the food to homeless survivors.
Limbago said she and her mother,
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From Front
involved with."
Henley, a U.S. Air Force veteran and Murray businessman,
also served as mayor of the City
of Murray from 1978 to 1982.
He later became a chemistry
professor at Murray State
University where he served as
chair of the chemistry department from 1987 to 1992.
Previously, he served as visiting
professor at the universities of
Cincinnati, Memphis and
Mississippi in the late 1960s and
early 1970s.
While attending various colleges from 1955 to 1990,
Henley attended the University
of Nevada, Reno; and Valley
College, San Bernardino, Calif.,
before graduating from MSU
with a bachelor's degree in

From Front
Jean, 50, and father Amancio,
63. planned to have a simple
Christmas dinner of spaghetti.
Those plans had evaporated
Sunday as she and surviving relatives
checked
crowded
morgues, hospitals and evacuation centers for any sign of her
missing parents.
Others lost homes and belongings but were happy to have survived.
Edmund Rubio. a 44-year-old
engineer, said he, his wife and
two children scrambled to the
second floor of their house in
Iligan city as floodwaters
engulfed the first floor, destroying his TV set and other appliances and washing away his car
and motorcycle.
Amid the panic, he heard a
loud pounding on his door as
neighbors living in nearby onestory houses pleaded with him
to allow them up to his second
floor. He said he brought 30
neighbors to the safety of his
house, which later shook when a
huge floating log slammed into
it.
"It's the most important thing,
that all of us will still be together this Christmas," Rubio told
the AP.
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math, chemistry and physics in
1961. He obtained a doctorate in
chemistry and physics at the
University of Mississippi in
1964 and a master of business
administration and finance at
MSU in 1990.
He has served as partner and
financial consultant for Murray
Industrial Warehousing and
overOt1té Homra-Hen le y
Development
Corp.
Manufactured
Home
Communities (Fox Meadows
and Coach Estates) since 1968.
In the Air Force, Henley
served as the personnel sergeant
major for the 62nd Air Rescue
Squadron and auditor for the 8th
Air Rescue Group.

About a block away from
Rubio's house, rescuers used a
backhoe and shovels to search
for 19 people in the muddy ruins
of a two-story house that collapsed when it was hit by a massive log. They dug out 11 bodies
from the site Saturday, witnesses said.
officers
Army
reported
unidentified bodies piled up in
morgues in Cagayan de Oro,
where electricity was restored in
some areas, although the city of
more than 500,000 people
remained without tap water.
At least 346 died in Cagayan
de Oro and 206 in Iligan. the
Red Cross said. The death toll
was expected to rise because
many isolated villages still had
not been reached by overwhelmed disaster-response personnel.
"Our fear is there may have
been whole families that perished so there's nobody to report
what happened," Pang said.
Both Iligan, a bustling industrial center about 485 miles(780
kilometers) southeast of Manila,
and Cagayan de Oro were filled
with scenes of destruction and
desperation.

From Front
When they finally crossed the
sand berm that separates Iraq
from Kuwait, illuminated by
floodlights and crisscrossed
with barbed wire, the mood
inside Jewell's vehicle was subdued. No cheers. No hugs.
Mostly just relief.
His comrade, Sgt. Ashley
Vorhees, mustered a bit more
excitement.
"I'm out of Iraq," she said. "It's
all smooth sailing from here."
The final withdrawal was the
starkest of contrasts to the start
of the war, which began before
dawn on March 20, 2003. That
morning, an airstrike in southern
Baghdad,
where
Saddam
Hussein was believed to be hiding, marked the opening shot of
the famed "shock and awe"
bombardment. U.S. and allied
ground forces then stormed
from Kuwait toward the capital,
hurtling n9rth across southern
Iraq's featureless deserts.
The last convoy of heavily
armored personnel carriers,
known as MRAPS, left the staging base at Camp Adder in
southern Iraq in Sunday's early
hours. They slipped out under
cover of darkness and strict
secrecy to prevent any final
attacks. The 500 soldiers didn't
even tell their Iraqi comrades on
the base they were leaving.
The attack never materialized.
The fear, though, spoke volumes
about the country they left
behind — shattered, still dangerous and containing a good number of people who still see
Americans not as the ally who
helped them end Saddam's dictatorship, but as an enemy.
About 110 vehicles made the
last trip from Camp Adder to the
"berm" in Kuwait, the long
mound of earth over which tens
of thousands of American troops
charged into Iraq at the start of
the war.
The roughly five-hour drive
was uneventful, with the exception of a few vehicle malfunctions.

ANGIE HATTON / Ledger & Times

SANTA VISIT: Laney Like, right, tells Santa Claus what she wants for Christmas as her sister, Ronni Like, looks on. Many children visited Santa Claus in his house on the court square
Saturday and Sunday. Santa is back on the court square from 1-4 p.m. Dec. 21 and 23.

From Front
promise to postpone his
Christmastime trip to Hawaii if
the legislation was not finished.
"Let's get our work done, let's
do this for a year."
A spokeswoman for House
Majority Leader Eric Cantor, RVa., said the House would vote
Monday to either request formal
bargaining with the Senate or to
make the legislation "responsible and in line with the needs of
hard-working taxpayers and
middle-class families."
Cantor spokeswoman Laena
Fallon did not specify what
those changes might be, beyond
a longer-lasting bill. Boehner,
though, expressed support for
"reasonable reductions in
spending" in a House-approved
payroll tax bill and for provisions that blocked some Obama
administration anti-pollution
rules.
Democrats leaped at what
they saw as a chance to champion lower- and middle-income
Americans
accusing
by
Republicans of threatening a

wide tax increase unless their
demands are met. If Congrss
doesn't act, workers would see
their take-home checks cut by 2
percentage points beginning
Jan. I. when this year's 4.2 percent payroll tax reverts to its
normal 6.2 percent.
"They should pass the two
month extension now to avoid a
devastating tax hike from hitting the middle class in just 13
days." said Dan Pfeiffer. the
White House communications
director. "It's time House
Republicans stop playing politics and get the job done for the
American people.
House Minority Leader Nancy
Pelosi said by opposing the
Senate bill, "Tea party House
Republicans are walking away
once again, showing their
extremism and clearly demonstrating that they never intended
to give the middle class a tax
cut," said House Minority
Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.
Adam lentleson, spokesman
for Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid. said the Nevada
Democrat would be "happy to

continue negotiating a yearlong
extension as soon as the House
passes the Senate's short-term,
bipartisan compromise to make
sure middle-class families will
not be hit by a thousand-dollar
tax hike on January 1."
Keeping this year's 2 percentage point payroll tax cut in
effect through 2012 would produce $1,000 in savings for a
family earning $50.000 a year..
The two-month version would
be worth about $170 for the
same household.
On Saturday, the Senate voted
89-10 for its legislation, which
was negotiated by Senate
Republican and Democratic
leaders and backed by solid
majorities of senators from both
parties.
It would provide a two-month
extension of the payroll tax cuts
and jobless benefits and prevent
scheduled 27 percent cuts to
doctors' Medicare reimbursements during that period, reductions that could convince physicians to stop treating elderly
patients covered by the program.
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Jack V. Cain
Nadine F. Bell
Nadine F. Bell, 79, of Syrnsonia, formerly of Mayfield, Ky., died
at 11:45 p.m. Friday, Dec. 16, 2011, at her residence.
She was of the Baptist faith and co-owner/operator of Bells Repair
Shop.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Noble "Mutt" Bell; a
sister, Audrey Feagin Lee; two brothers, Rosco Feagin and Basil
Feagin; and her parents, Tom Eddie and Lillian Huddleston Feagin.
She is survived by one son, Noble Dean Bell, of Murray; one
daughter, Nancy Faye Bell, of Hickory; one grandson, Bradley Sean
Bell, of Murray and several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be held at 2 p.m. Monday, Dec. 19, 2011,
at Maplewood Cemetery. The Rev. Rick Miller will officiate. There
are no visitation services scheduled. Arrangements are being handled by Bryn Funeral Home in Mayfield.

Kitty H. Long

Jack V. Cain, 85, of Murray, Ky., died Sunday. Dec. 18, 2011. at
his home on his 62nd wedding anniversary.
Mr. Cain was born in Calloway County on Aug. 29, 1926, to the
late 011us L. Cain and Lydia Stephenson Cain. Mr. Cain before retiring was the owner and operator of Cain's Chrysler and Dodge
Automobile Dealership in Murray and had been involved in the
automobile industry for over 60 years. He was a
member and deacon of the Kirksey Baptist Church
and was an Army veteran of WWII.
In addition to his parents, Mr. Cain was preceded
in death by three sisters, Estelle Cunningham,
Etoille Ray and Reva Riley; and by six brothers, Alton Cain, Edwin
Cam, Lurwin Cain, Fred Cain, Ben Cain and OL Cain.
Mr. Cain is survived by his wife, Helen LaVerne Cain, of Murray,
to whom he married on Dec. 18, 1949, in Corinth, Miss.; two sons,
Barry Cain and wife, Cindy and Daryl Cain and wife, Karen, all of
Murray; one sister, Evelyn Jones, of Murray; three grandchildren,
Brian Cain and wife, Nicole, Ashley Duncan and husband, Kenny
and Alex Cain; one stepgrandchild, Tori Glover; five great-grandchildren, Chandler Cain, Addison Cain, Makenna Morefield,
Madisyn Garland and Payton Duncan; as well as two stepgreatgrandchildren, Brooke and Brandon Foutch.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday, Dec. 20, 2011, at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home at 11 a.m. with Bro. Curtis Rice and Bro.
David Brasher officiating. Burial to follow in the Murray Memorial
Gardens. Visitation will be held from 4-8 p.m. Monday, Dec. 19,
2011, at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Kirksey Baptist
Church Cemetery Fund, 301 Backusburg Road, Kirksey, KY 42054.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Kitty H. Long, 86, of Mayfield, Ky., died at 9:25 a.m. Friday, Dec.
16, 2011, at Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
She was a member of First Baptist Church of Mayfield.
She was preceded in death by her first husband, W.F. Foster; and
by her second husband, Bob T. Long. She was the daughter of
Sheridan M. and Lorene (Dunevant) Hawes.
She is survived by her son, Charles S. Foster and wife, Angie, of
Murray; her brother, Howard Hawes and wife, Evelyn, of Mayfield;
three stepsons, Bob T. Long, Jr., of Kevil, George Long, of Benton
and David Long, of Greenwood Ind.; four grandchildren, seven
stepgrandchildren, two great-grandchildren and three stepgreatgrandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at 2 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 21, 2011,
at Bym Chapel Funeral Home with the Rev. Rufus Harris officiating. Entombment will follow at Highland Park Mausoleum.
The number of times published or the length ofone or more of the
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 20, 2011, at the preceding
obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
funeral home.
Times policy A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.
Arrangements are being handled by Byrn Funeral Home in
Mayfield.

Last US troop killed in Iraq from NC

Roger Dan Miller
Roger Dan Miller, 76, of the Lynn Grove community in Murray,
Ky., died Sunday, Dec. 18, 2011, at Vanderbilt Medical Center in
Nashville, Tenn. Arrangements are incomplete at this time at The
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Neil R. Vick
Funeral services for Neil R. Vick, 57, of Hardin, Ky., were held at
Hardin Church of Christ at 2 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 17, 2011, with
David Smith and Paul Sain officiating. Interment followed at
Edwards Cemetery in Benton. Visitation was held at Hardin Church
of Christ Saturday from 11 a.m. until funeral hour.
Mr. Vick died Thursday, Dec. 15, 2011, at his residence.
He was a member of Hardin Church of Christ and was employed
by David Smith Construction.
He was the son of the late R.W. Vick and the late Floy Helen
(Ethridge) Vick.
He is survived by his wife, Mary Edna (Stone) Vick; one daughter, Kelley Lynn Haas, of Browns Mills, N.J.; one son, Austin Ray
Vick, of Calvert City; one sister, Ladon Sain, of Pulaski, Tenn.; and
three grandchildren.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home in
Benton.

GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP)
— As the last U.S. troops withdrew from Iraq on Sunday,
friends and family of the first
and last American fighters killed
in combat were cherishing their
memories rather than dwelling
on whether the war and their
sacrifice was worth it.
Nearly 4,500 American fighters died before the last U.S.
troops crossed the border into
Kuwait. David Hickman, 23, of
Greensboro was the last of those
war casualties, killed in
November by the kind of improvised bomb that was a signature
weapon of this war.
"David Emanuel Hickman.
Doesn't that name just bring out
a smile to your face?" said
Logan Trainum, one of
Hickman's closest friends, at the
funeral where the soldier was
laid to rest after a ceremony in a
Greensboro church packed with

We are proud to serve
this community and truly
appreciate your trust in us.
season bring peace
and contentment for
you and your loved ones.
Mike Garland
Jeremy Grogan
Tim Palmer

Steve Sexton
David Lawrence
Max Rogers
Adam Nance

un 5. Third Street • Murray
(170) 753-1411
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com

friends and family.
Trainum says he's not spending time asking why Hickman
died: "There aren't enough facts
available for me to have a
defined opinion about things.
I'm just sad, and pray that my
best friend didn't lay down his
life for nothing."
He'd rather remember who
Hickman was: A cutup who
liked to joke around with
friends. A physical fitness fanatic who half-kiddingly called
himself "Zeus" because he had a
body that would make the gods
jealous. A ferocious outside
linebacker at Northeast Guilford
High School who was the linchpin of a defense so complicated
they had to scrap it after he
graduated because no other
teenager could figure it out.

by Annota Peeler
We have been blessed with so
much entertainment the past couple of weeks. Kirksey United
Methodist Church came on
Sunday afternoon and conducted
services. and Dexter Baptist
Church came on Wednesday night.
We also appreciate June Young
from Elm Grove Baptist Church
for being so faithful in teaching
our Sunday school class every
Sunday. Bro. Stahler from First
United Methodist Church and
Charlie Bazzell from University
Church of Christ also conducts
services. St. Leo's Catholic
Church comes here for communion. Our local churches have all
been so faithful to bring bible
study and worship services to us
since it is so difficult for many of
us to attend services.
Our road trip this week was to
Patti's 1880's Restaurant. The
food was delicious but the atmosphere was even more spectacular.
There's nothing better than sharing
a meal with friends during this
special time of year.
Nancy Warren and four other
friends over the age of 90 were
honored with a Christmas party by
Antioch Church of Christ on
Monday. She had a terrific meal
and came back with all kinds of
gifts. Sometimes it pays not to be
the youngest kid on the block.
We've had several visitors this
week including Naomi Rogers'
daughter, Kathy, and Mary Jo
Watkins' son, Jim.
We enjoyed Cathy Culbert and
her accordion music this week,
along with Laura Vinson and
friends on Tuesday night.
Mitzi and Jill helped us with
some of our Christmas shopping
on Tuesday. Hopefully, we are
almost finished! We are enjoying
all the extra visitors and entertainment during this Christmas season.
I guess we'll just have to take a
nap in the afternoons and rest up.
We don't want to be tired when
Santa Claus comes to see us.
...Nothing else looks orfeels
like home but we come close
Utterbeck Rd • mum,Ky
Phone- (270) 7394700 • 14ms-zna014

Local high school choirs featured on air
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH,
Ky.
Stratemeyer Media and K98
radio are proud to support local
musicians and schools. Over the
Christmas holiday, WRIK,98.3,
will feature high school choirs
and bands performing their holiday songs that they perforrned
at their winter concerts.
The schools include, as follows: Murray High School,
Calloway County High School,
Lone Oak High School, Ballard

County High School, Heath
High School, Massac County
High School, Reidland High
School, Graves County High
School, Henry County High
School, Marshall County High
School, Livingston Central High
and
Community
School
Christian Academy.
Songs from the choirs will
begin airing today and will run
through midnight Christmas
day.

Witness links private to
secrets seen on WikiLeaks
FORT MEADE, Md.(AP) —
A computer-crimes investigator
testified Sunday he found more
than 10,000 diplomatic cables
and other sensitive information
on the work computer of the
Army private charged with
spilling a mountain of secrets to
WikiLeaks.
Moreover, Special Agent
David Shaver told a military
hearing he discovered evidence
that someone had used the computer to streamline the downloading of the cables with the
apparent aim of "moving them
out.,
It was the government's first
hard evidence linking Pfc.
Bradley Manning with the
wealth of confidential government information that showed
up on WikiLeaks: battlefield
reports
from
and
Iraq
Afghanistan, diplomatic communications, a military video
showing a U.S. helicopter attack
that killed 11 men, and more.
Shaver's appearance capped
the third day of a hearing that
will
determine
whether
Manning will be court-martialed
on 22 charges, including aiding
the enemy. The testimony was
potentially the most damaging
so far.
Shaver said the material he
found at the intelligence analyst's workstation in Iraq was all
linked
to the
username
bradley.manning or Manning's
user profile.
He said he examined two computers that were assigned to
Manning while he was working
in Baghdad in 2009 and 2010.
The other machine, he said,
contained evidence that someone had conducted more than
100 searches using the keywords "WikiLeaks" and "Julian
Assange," the organization's
leader.
Those terms seemed "out of
place" on a computer that was
used for analyzing intelligence
about Iraq, said Shaver, who is
to be cross examined by
Manning's defense Monday.
Shaver told the hearing that in
addition to the cables, he found
assessments of Guantanamo
Bay terrorist detainees and several versions of the 2007 helicopter
attack
video
on
Manning's computer.
Manning's lawyers have neither acknowledged nor denied
that the intelligence analyst was
behind the leaks.
Instead, they have pressed the
government to explain why
Manning remained entrusted

with access to highly sensitive
information after showing hostile behavior to those around
him. A supervisor who might
have shed light on that question
Sunday refused to testify.
Manning, a 24-year-old native
of Crescent, Okla., could face
life in prison if convicted.
In camouflaged fatigues and
dark rimmed-glasses, he sat
mostly forward for the third
straight day, appearing calm, listening intently to the witnesse,
and occasionally writing on
paper in front of him. He didn't
speak Sunday except for the few
occasions he leaned over to consult with his civilian defense
attorney, David Coombs, each
time first switching off the
defense table microphone for
privacy.
Manning's defense sought tc
build on its case that his supervisors on the 2nd Brigade Combat
Team should have seen enough
red flags to suspend or revoke
his access to secret information
months before the leaks.
Capt. Casey Fulton, an Army
intelligence officer, testified
Sunday it was impossible tc
supervise analysts such as
Manning constantly. "You have
to trust that they'll safeguard the
material the way that they've
been taught," she said.
The defense has emphasized
what it regards as a failure by
Manning's closest supervisor.
Sgt. 1st Class Paul Adkins, tc
suspend the intelligence security
clearance after at least two fits
of rage by the private during
which he overturned furniture.
Adkins refused to testify
Sunday, invoking his right
against self-incrimination, when
summoned by the government.
Other testimony revealed that
Manning was sometimes angry
and distant with others from his
unit. The defense has said that
Manning, who is gay. was bullied by fellow
soldiers
Manning's defense team says he
told Adkins he suffered from
gender-identity disorder — the
belief that he was born the
wrong sex.
Manning is accused of illegally leaking a trove of secret information that surfaced on the antisecrecy website WikiLeaks. The
breach rattled U.S. foreign relations and, according to the government, imperiled valuable
military and diplomatic sources.
Defense attorneys argue the
leaked material did little or nc
damage to U.S. interests.
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STOCK MARKET REPORT

LI

Investments Since 1854
Dow Joats Ind. Avg. —11,86614• 2.57
Air Products ....—............82.53 + 0.35
Apple .
......380.71 + 2.08
AT&T,
+ 0.01
BB&T ......
+ 036
Bank of America
- 0.07
Briggs & Stratton
+0.39
Bristol Myers Squibb .....34.21 - 0.06
Caterpillar
- 0.41
Chevron Texaco Corp....100.37 + 0.96
Daimler Chrysler
- 0.32
Dean Foods.................. 10.72 - 0.03
Exxon-Mobil.--- _8031 + 0.18
Ford Motor
0.02
General Electric .---16.97 + 0.18
Glaxo,SmithKline ADR ....44.91 - 0.28
Goodrich..
_122.72 - 0.03
Goodyear Tire & Rubber ..13.58 + 0.05

Ill
HopFed Banks
Intel

—
- 0.08

Mattel .._...--...............27.95 + 0.11
McDoluilds
..........97.20 - 0.65
Merit
36.25 - 0.11
Microsoft
.26.00 + 0.44
IC Penney
.....32.64 + 0.05
Pepsico, Inc. .......................64.72 0.13
Pfizer,
-0.11
Regions Financial
4.00 + 0.02
Sears Holding Corp.
46.16- 4.21
Time Warner
...... 34.59 + 0.71
US Bancorp.
.26.00 + 0.20
WellPoint Inc
_64.95 + 0.45
Wal-Mart
+ 0.32

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott '
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 800.444-1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
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Has the 'Right'
gone mad?
They say they are all Reaganites and that they want my
father to return -- my father,
who lived by his so-called 11th
Commandment that no Republican should speak ill of another Republican.
What makes them think he
would want to return to any
party whose members use
hatchets on their fellow Republicans'?
And do it in public'?
Ronald Reagan didn't pick
up his toys and go home like
a spoiled brat when things didn't go his way, even after a
hard-fought loss in 1976. He
supported the winning' candidate as he would support today's
nominee, no matter who might
be chosen.
He understood that Republicans can always win when
they are united. They have a
message the voters understand
it'd support.
We can beat Barack Husein Obama and his socialist
)essage if we are unified, but
)
iswe are divided and broadling a confusing message - which is what Obama craves
- it will help him win anothir four years in the White
louse.
He'll get it, and America
vill suffer if Republicans spend
heir time attacking each other.
lepublicans must understand
hat the American people are
red of all the intraparty bickring.
They want a party that offers
Autions. not cat fights.
The don't need a conservave voice such as that of
lichael Savage, attacking a
p conservative such as Newt
ingrich by offering him $I
illion to bow out of the race.
Or conservative hero Glenn
la publicly announcing he'll
k a third-party candidate
sth as Ron Paul if Newt is
tl GOP candidate. That's called
pitical suicide.

Like it or
not, former
House
Speaker
Newt Gingrich is the
overwhelming favorite
among
Republican
Making
voters, and
Sense
among
By Michael
many
Reagan
Democrat
Syndicated
voters
as
Columnist
well.
They like the cut of his jib.
He leaves no doubt where he
stands on the issues, and he'll
fight like the dickens to defend
his stands.
Sure, in the past he's done
a lot of stupid things. But just
who hasn't?
He willingly admits he's
often been wrong. At the
moment, however, he's right
as rain.
The GOP establishment
doesn't like Newt. He's too
outspoken.
They like wishy-washy candidates. Their problem is that
the majority of Republicans in
the real world prefer candidates who hold strong convictions and speak out forcefully'
and clearly.
Every time the GOP picks
a candidate with weak Republican convictions, the Republican party loses. And lose they
should.
A party that will not defend
its principles doesn't deserve
to win. If Republicans turn
their guns on Newt instead of
on Obama. Obama will be our
president for another four years.
Is that what they want?
Michael Reagan is the son
of President Ronald Reagan,
a political consultant, and the
author of "The New Reagan
Revolution" and president of
The Reagan Legacy Foundation.
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Our Elected Officials
LS. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2.1 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
ww.house.gov/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

IA. Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.)
SC5 Russell Senate Office Building,
VV;hington D.C. 20510

1-202-224-4343

U;. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
3f3N Russell Senate Office Building
Whington, D.C. 20510

1-202-224-2541

9pinions expressed on the Forum page do not
ecessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Job creators, Beshear's son and gov't openness
Courier-Journal
lowing alleged abuse by her
IN
OTHER
father. He is charged with murWORDS
Senate Minority Leader
Louisville, Ky.

Mitch McConnell, as he does
regularly. expressed his scorn
again the other day for the
insistence of some Democrats
that federal deficit and debt
issues be addressed in part with
a tax increase on wealthy Americans, especially those who earn
SI million and more a year.
"We just think we shouldn't be punishing job creators
to pay for it." the Kentucky
Republican said.
It's a theme that he and
other Republicans sound repeatedly,routinely and without deviation from the script, and it
raises several questions.
One is whether they say it
in the hopes that voters will
believe it - and thus spare
the GOP's richest benefactors
from having to pay a single
dollar more in taxes - or
whether they are trying to convince themselves.
Another can be put more simply: What in the world are
they talking about?
The reality is that this million-dollar-plus income group
includes, among other people,
the CEOs and other top executives of the Fortune 500 companies, most of which have
survived this deep recession
(which began on a Republican
administration's watch) not by
creating jobs but by cutting
them or outsourcing them to
Third World countries - and
then being richly rewarded by
captive boards of directors for
cutting expenses.
It includes Wall Street money
managers and bank executives
who played pivotal roles in
bringing on this recession. Job
creators? Their actions resulted in hundreds of thousands
of people losing their jobs not to mention their homes.
It includes the wealthiest
retired investors in this country and probably the world who rarely create anYthing.
These people aren't job creators. They're job non-creators

der. Social workers were aware

The following are editorialsfrom newspapers across of allegations of abuse against
Kentucky offering divergent points of view about both girls.
The governor's response,
issues of importance.
- and often job eliminators.
Admittedly. the Republicans
have some delicate political
liabilities on taxes, jobs and
the wealthy from which they
need to distract attention.
Sadly, the Democrats have
been complicit in this duplicity. Only a few of them actually offer an argument identical to the GOP's "job creator"
canard. But why, starting with
President Barack Obama, are
they so often silent? Why aren't
they developing and pounding
home a campaign, from sound
bites to stump speeches to a
national platform that challenges this sham?
Herald Leader
Lexington, Ky.

Gov. Steve Beshear's son
should not have been representing a company that was
applying for millions in economic tax incentives from the
state of Kentucky.
Louisville attorney Andrew
Beshear represents UFLEX Ltd.
of India, a company that is in
line to collect $20 million in
tax breaks from the Kentucky
Cabinet for Economic Development. Andrew Beshear's
father, the governor, oversees
the cabinet, both as chief executive of the state and as chairman of the Kentucky Economic Development Partnership
Board which is set up to guide
the cabinet. In addition, Larry
Hayes. Kentucky's economic
development secretary, was
appointed by the elder Beshear
and serves at his pleasure.
It's just too close for comfort.
There is no indication that
any laws were broken or guidelines ignored, or that UFLEX
was not an appropriate recip- .
ient of economic incentives.

which was long overdue, offers
Likewise, no one has called at least one idea that could
Andrew Beshear's abilities as lead to significant changes in
the cabinet.
an attorney into question.
We agree with Beshear's call
But that's not the point. The
for
an independent panel to
highest
ethical
standards
review
fatalities and near-fataldemand not only avoiding conities
in
cases of child abuse.
flicts of interest but also avoiding the appearance of and poten- The cabinet has destroyed its
tial for a conflict of interest. credibility with Kentuckians,
It's the only way to convince and an outside panel is needtaxpayers that government deci- ed to handle investigations of
sions are made purely to serve the way social workers and
their supervisors handle these
the highest public interest.
Is it fair that Andrew Beshear cases.
The General Assembly
should lose out on business
just because his dad is gover- should approve legislation to
nor? Perhaps not. But that's create the independent panel.
In other areas of the Beshear
part of the baggage that comes
plan,
we do not agree with
with having a family member
the
governor's
proposals to
in public office. It's common
and inescapable that children. improve oversight of the cabboth minors and adults, bene- inet.
He directed the cabinet to
fit and suffer from the jobs
begin the release
immediately
their parents take on. While
his father is governor. Andrew of records, but said some parts
Beshear should be no excep- of the records would need to
be redacted. Unfortunately,
tion.
Beshear's directive falls short
of what a judge already ordered.
Kentucky New Era
Franklin Circuit Judge Phillip
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Shepherd
said on Nov. 3 the
Gov.
Steve
Beshear
cabinet had 10 days to release
announced how he wants to hanthe records but said nothing
dle questions concerning the
about redactions - although
accountability and effectiveness
Nov. 30 Shepherd ruled some
of the state's child welfare
information, such as Social
agency.
Security numbers and possibly
For two years, the Kentucky
information about siblings,
Cabinet for Health and Famicould be redacted. In the need
ly Services has battled the state's
to balance confidentiality and
two largest newspapers to keep
public scrutiny, the governor
secret the records of abuse
investigations in cases of child said it's time to "tip toward
fatalities or near-fatalities. The increased openness."
Tip is a weak verb in this
cabinet defied state law and a
context. Until we've seen the
circuit judge's order in refuscabinet's records and observed
ing to release the records. In
an overhaul in the attitude
February, as this dispute conabout
the public's right to know
tinued over open records, 9how the cabinet conducts its
year-old Amy Dye. of Todd
business, we suggest the balCounty, died in a beating by
ance needs to swerve in the
her teenage brother Garrett Dye.
direction of openness.
In July. 3-year-old Alayna Adair,
County,
Christian
died
folof

Top 10 comedic news stories of 2011
By Will Durst
Cagle News Service

Okay. You can stop vibrating like a shaved poodle ducttaped to the foul pole at Wrigley
during a night game in April.
It's finally here. The eighth
annual Top-10 Comedic News
Stories of the Year.
There were plenty -- truth
be told, too many -- grisly
stories that impacted the U.S.,
the world and planet greater
than these; but to be fair. no
Kardashian references either.
So. here we go with events
that happened in the year of
our Lord, 2011. that most lent
themselves to mocking and
scoffing and taunting. In
amplish amounts.
10. Wisconsin State Senate
Plays Hide and Seek with Gov.
Scott Walker.
Indiana Democratic politicians eventually joined their
Wisconsin colleagues seeking
political asylum in Illinois.
Yeah, like Illinois doesn't have

enough problems with politicians sitting around doing nothing.
9. The Budget Battles. Had
to admire the yearlong Republican negotiating stance: "No.
No. No. No. No."
What are you guys,for? Then
Obama compromised. Yeah.
The same way the Titanic compromised with that iceberg.
The Obama Compromise.
There's an App for that. It's
called the iGiveup.
8. The Super Committee.
Slower than a slug on Thorazine. Less powerful than a
soggy Kleenex. Unable to compromise in a million years. As
useless as a rope handle on a
shovel.
7. Donald Trump Flirts with
Presidency.
"I want to see Barack
Obama's birth certificate." Yeah.
We want to see your DNA.
First you got to prove to us
that you're a carbon-based life
form. Never had a president

with a comb-over. Never will.
6. Rick Perry. The candidate for those of you who
could never cozy up to George
Bush due to all his intellectual elitism.
George Bush Lite. Which
should be redundant. "Debates
aren't my strong suit." Strong
suit. Weak suit. Space suit.
Leisure suit. Birthday suit. Class
action suit. Debates aren't your
black socks with sandals.
5. Occupy Wall Street. Providing the entire country with
the opportunity to experience
Burning Man, only without any
of that annoying Playa dust or
art.
4. Herman Cain. His presidential run fell victim to a
classic case of He -Said, She
Said. She Said. She Said. She
Said. She Said. She Said.
Suspended his campaign but
announced he is still accepting donations. Aren't we all.
3. Newt Gingrich vs. Mitt
Romney. The Newtster versus

Mittens. One has more baggage than the first flight out
of O'Hare after a freak spring
blizzard, and the other has flipflopped so often his ads should
end with "I'm Mitt Romney
and I both approve and disapprove of this ad."
2. Death of Osama bin
Laden. The guy collected porn,
used herbal Viagra and, if you
believe the videos, hogged the
remote.
Hate Americans? Looks like
he was practicing to be one.
I. Anthony Weiner. The
whole thing was his own fault.
If he hadn't pronounced his
name like a euphemism for
sausage, nobody would have
cared. Could easily have gone
with Whiner.
Still a lousy name for a
politician. Or he could have
gone whole hog,"Yes, we spell
it 'W- E- I- N- E- R,' but it's
pronounced 'Schultz.'"
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Ladies of the

DATEBOOK

Oaks

Goody's to sell 'bears'
for Toys for Tots

The ladies ot the Oaks
Country Club held their regular
bridge play Wednesday. Dec.
14, at 9:30 a.m. with Cynthia
Darnall as hostess.
Winners were Melr a Hatcher,
first place and Patsy Neale, second place.
Bridge will not be held
Wednesday. Dec. 21, due to the
holidays. Bridge will resume
Wednesday. Dec. 28. You must
sign up in advance for play. Call
Judy Hooper, hostess, at 7536498. All members are welcome.

Goody's, Murray encourages shoppers
to purchase a "Bear That Cares," to benefit Toys for Tots. These "boy" and "girlthemed" plush bears are available at Goody's
from now until Saturday, Dec. 24. For
every bear purchased, Stage Stores Inc.,
parent company of Goodies, will donate
$1 to Toys for Tots. In addition, for even
Facebook fan of the Goody's Facebook
page, a donation of five cent will be made
Datebook to the program. The US. Marine Corps
Jessica Morris. Reserre Toys For Tots Program collects
Community
new. unrrrapped toys and distributes them
editor
to deserving children in the community.

Bank of Cadiz announces trip

Please support the

United /41
Way 77
of Murray-Calloway
County

Photo provided

SANTA PROJECT DONATION: The ladies of the Knit-Wits knitting group recently donated
over 100 hats and scarves they knitted for the Santa Project. Pictured, from left on back row,
are Lydia Davis, Shirley Martin, Lavra Cook, Jerry Mellon, Rose Holliday, front row, Lou Pardy,
Ruth Hegyi and Dot Allen. Not pictured are members Suzanne Wood, Nanette Durham and
Diane Taylor. The group meet every Friday at 1 p.m. in the Community Room of the Calloway
County Public Library where knitters of all levels are welcome.

Jesus is the
Reason for the
Season

Xw Gye
CSrisfran Zoos/ore
5th & Main Coffees opens 730 an on the lower level
5th
'& Main •753-1622
Hrs Mon.-Fri. 9:30 am-5 pm • Sat. 10 am-5 pm
,
I=1111••••

4-H events continue
for December
Special to the Ledger
The following 4-H events
are scheduled for the month
of December, according to
Ginny Harper, Calloway County extension agent for 4-H
youth.
•Broadbent Country Ham
will be raffled on Tuesday,
Dec. 20. Tickets are available

Bringing Hollywood to Murray

Bring the Joy of Professional Massage Services

to Your Holiday List with
The Retreat Memberships!
It's a gift that keeps on giving all year long...
for only $45 a month, receive an hour massage
each month phi.,4 hydromassages
and discounts on everything!

WEBSITE:
www.movissinmurray.com
Starts Tuesday. December 20th
THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO

Starts Wednesday, December 21st
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE-GHOST PROTOCOL
ADVENTURES OF TIN TIN (in 20 & 31:1)

Starts Friday, December 23rd
WE BOUGHT A ZOO
1710 C Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY 42071

Starts Sunday. December 25th
WAR HORSE

270.761.REST

Showtimes before 6pm Daily
from Wednesday, 12/21 thru
Sunday, 1/1 except Christmas Day

?we,LAI
Full Service Hair Salon

for a full listing of showtimes
please go to our website @
vi ww.moviesinm urray xom
or call 753-8084
All movies presented in
Hi-Def Digital Projection

753-4S7

at
the
Extension
Office
through
Tuesday.
Calloway
County 4-H
also
has
three Country Hams
for sale.
Extension
•The
Notes
Livestock
By
Judging and
Ginny Harper
Skill-a-thon
Calloway
Team will
meet Mon- County Agent
day. Dec. for 4-H/Youth
Development
19, at Animal Health
Technology across from Calloway County High School
from 3:30-5 p.m. All interested youth are welcome.
•A "new" 4-H Hunter Bow
Class will meet Monday, Dec.
19, from 5-5:45 p.m. Youth
bring their bows, aids and
arrows.
'The Calloway County 4-H
Archery team will meet on
Tuesday, Dec. 20, from 4:305:14 p.m. or from 5:16-6 p.m.
The team will learning safety
skills and proper handling of
a bow. Youth nine to 19 are
welcome. Parents must accompany their youth. A yearly fee
of $20 for all shooting sports
is paid to help with equipment
and provides a T-shirt to each
member.
Murray-Calloway
*The
County Robotics Team MCRT
3843 will meet Tuesdays, Dec.
20 and 27,from 6:30-8:30 p.m.
at the Technology Classroom
at the corner closest to Calloway County Middle School.

III See Page 7

The Bank of Cadiz Travel Club is planning a day trip to
Paducah to see John Mueller's "Winter Dance Party" at the
Carson Center on Friday, Feb. 10, 2012. At over two hours,
"Winter Dance Party" is an authentic re-creation of Buddy
Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper's final tour. The trip
includes tickets to the performance, Deluxe Motorcoach trans
portation and a snack supper. Deadline to register is Friday
Jan. 6. For more information, call Jennifer Eidson at 759
4852.

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th Street, offers St
rytime Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth
5 years of age. In addition, there's Music interaction, sna
and crafts plus a coffee bar for moms, grandmothers and c
givers. Call 753-6712 for more information.

Murray Masonic Lodge to meet
The Murray Masonic Lodge #105 will have a meeting Man
day, Dec. 19, at the lodge hall. A meal will be served at 6:31
p.m. and the meeting will begin at 7 p.m. Discussion wil
focus on raising dues and the election of officers.

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday. Dec. 20. at
p.m. at the Calloway County Library. Members are asked ti
bring Christmas items they have made for Show and Tell At
the 2012 budget will be approved.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly
will meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Chris-tilt Church
Visitors are welcome. For information, call Sheila at (270
227-1723.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesda
at 6:30 p.m. at the Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd
Murray. Please note the building is a non-smoking facility. Fi
more information. contact Kevin at (270) 293-7061.

MHS Football banquet set
The annual MHS Football banquet will be held Thursdi.
Jan. 5. at 6 p.m. in the MSU Curris Center. The football pla
ers. cheerleaders, dance team members and coaching staff z
free but must RSVP. Guests and family of friends are Si
each. All RSVP's as well as money should be turned in
Coach Duncan or Greg Carter by Tuesday, Dec. 20. For me
information, call (270) 816-4126.

FCC to hold Christmas Eve service
Is the Christmas season a difficult time for you becae
you are lonely, depressed, grieving, or have recently lost a b
or experienced a significant loss such as a separation or divot.?
Come and bring your pain and grief to a special candlit
service of music, scripture and words of hope. The Chrism
Eve Service of Lessons, Carols, and Candlelighting will
held Saturday. Dec. 24, at 8 p.m. at First Christian Chub.
111 N Fifth St., Murray. For more information, call 753-34.

Merryman House to hold fundraiser
Until the end of December. Merryman House is colledg
donations of old cell phones which will be turned in to Silter Alliance to be refurbished or destroyed. Merryman Hose
which will receive money for each donation and money rd
will be used to help someone in need. Drop-off boxesire
located at Kopperud Realty, Murray Bank and Primary Or.
For more information, e-mail Mayda Ragsdale at
ragsdalem@newwavecomm.net.

1710A Hwy.121 Bypass, Murray .
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NEED LINE DONATION: Kiwanis Club President Andrew Norman and Treasurer Bill Call
present a check to Tonia Casey, Need Line director. Kiwanis Club, a non-profit service organization which serves the community, meets every Thursday at noon. For more information on
Kiwanis, call 753-7870.

CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON: Members of the Ensemble from the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club recently provided entertainment for the Garden Department at the
Murray Country Club Christmas luncheon. Members of the Ensemble are, from left, Oneida
White, Sondra Rice, Joanne Cavitt, Norma Paschall, Kathy Mowrey, Gale Vinson, Martha
Crafton and Pat Miller

MWC project donates gifts .4H
to veteran patients

tek'-`44'

From Page 6

Special to the Ledger
Members of the Murray
Woman's Club have again found
ways to provide gifts for some
150+ veterans who are patients
at Veteran's Hospital in
Nashville,Tenn.
This project began about 10
years ago when the hospital was
.tiontacted to see if there might
be some way in which club
members could show their
appreciation for the sacrifice
these men and women have
made to help keep our country
free,said Martha Crafton,chairman of the project.
Suggested donations included
white socks, reading material
and games. Crafton said getting
busy with the collection was an
easy project. Members of the ten
departments were asked to bring
at least two pairs of socks and
other items that they felt might
be of use for someone who was
hospitalized and possibly confined to their bed. ,
One objective of the club was
to .provide at least two pairs of
socks per patient. The goal was
reached with the memBership
donating 300+ pairs of white
socks.
"We were very pleased to have
collected 235 jigsaw puzzles,
233 paper back books,43 puzzle
books, ten dozen pencils, 100+
writing pens, playing cards, personal hygiene items and a large
collection of magazines,"
Crafton said.
One other major contribution
was the donation of Christmas
cards. Packages with eight to ten
cards, stamps and a writing pen
were prepared for the patients. A
shopping bag stuffed full of
these packets was then given to

All high school students from
Murray and Calloway County
are encouraged to come join.
Visit www.team3843.com for
information. Jeff Slaton is the
head coach and can be reached
at (270) 978-6397.
For additional information,
contact the Calloway County
Extension Office at 753-1452
or e-mail vharper@uky.edu.
The Calloway County 4-H
Council receives funding from
the Murray Calloway County
United Way.
Educational programs of the
Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service serve all people
regardless of race, color, age,
sex. religion, disability. or
national origin.

The American Cancer Socihas a free, transportation
assistance program operating
in Calloway County so cancer
patients won't have to worry
about how to get to and from
their needed treatments. It is
called "Road to Recovery" in
which trained volunteer drivers will take cancer patients
to and from their life-saving
treatments.
To request assistance or
information on how to volunteer to be a driver, call the
American Cancer Society 24-

617 South 9th

+

American
Red Cross
Calloway County Chapter

Every Donation Brings Hope

(a love *ring will be received)
For more information call: 753-7599

ChriiimaJ inAmerica

Photo provided

a member of the Volunteer
Service Staff for distribution.
"She (Volunteer Service staff
member) seemed very excited
and appreciative of this great
endeavor and expressed that the
cards would be highly appreciated by the patients as they have
no way of purchasing cards for
their families and friends,"
Crafton said.
Thursday. Dec.8,Crafton said
she and Joanne Cavitt delivered
a van packed full of a
"Christmas Cheer- to the hospital.
"The hospital staff was very

pleased to have the donation
early so they could make proper
distribution," she said. "They
expressed their appreciation and
shared that possibly the items
that the Murray Woman's Club
members had collected and
donated might be the only presents some of the patients might
receive."
The Murray Woman's Club
has many projects throughout
the year, some large and some
small,but with each one the club
strives to uphold their Motto,
"Another Round--A Higher,"
said Crafton.

mation on Road to Recovery.
visit www.cancer.org.

hour information line at 1(800)
227-2345. For additional infor-

Retirement Solutions with a Personal Touch
Let me assist you in all of your IRA.
Pension,401(k) and Retirement needs.
Diana Thomason
Financial Concultant

753-1851
HOME . STYLE . DESIGN

Do You Have
Trouble Hearing In Restaurants?

F911
t

The New Mini Mic from Resound may
solve your hearing in noise problem:

Michael Stone. BC-HIS

dtanal thomasonCtintercarolina.nei

Call today for your free consultation!
Secunnes offered through InierLarollna I in.tmial Senna,. Member I-1NRANIPC
1100 Battleground Ave Suite 400 • Grecn,horo. NC 27410•800- 326.3705

Resound is a world leader in hearing technology. Stone-Lang is proud
to announce that they are an authorized provider of Resound products.

Call todayfor information and Special Sale Pricing!

Elizabeth Vickery. BC-HIS

Vinta e Rose
PORI
Ol M

Offer expires 12/9/2011

FREE HEARING TEST with this coupon

Christmas Items
30% Off
N 12th Street
100
Murray, KY

1205 CHESTNUT
www.ELEMENTSOFKY.com

270-761-4121
300 Maple St. • Murray

//494Y2#

769-2100

St., Murray, KY

Martha Crafton and *Joanne Cavitt, of the Murray Woman's
Club, deliver gifts for the "Veterans Project" at Veterans
Hospital in Nashville, Tenn. MWC donated gifts including
socks, jigsaw puzzles, books, Christmas cards and other
items to be of use for hospitalized veterans.

*
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Concert
Wed., Dec. 21 • 7:00 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
CHURCH

Please support the...
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Offer Expires 12/9/2011

LIMITED TIME OFFER CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT

1-270-753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270-753-8055
Visit our website at www.stonelang.com
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News in Brief
Second person charged in Winchester man murder

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Authorities said the girlfriend oi
Winchester man found dead near his home has been charged in his
death.
Sheena Tipton of Clay City was charged Friday with complicity
to murder and complicity to first-degree burglary, according to the
Lexington Herald-Leader (http://bitiy/v4mEaM).
Winchester police Capt. James Hall said the 26-year-old Tipton
was the girlfriend of the victim, Andrew David Ingram, 33.
Ingram's body was found Wednesday under the back porch of a
home near his residence in Winchester.
Hall said Tipton also was the former girlfriend of Percy Hargrove
III, 26, who is charged with murder, first-degree burglary and tampering with physical evidence in Ingram's death.
Hall said he couldn't give specifics about Tipton's role in Ingram's
death.
He said evidence found during a search of Ingram's vehicle linked
Tipton to the case. Tipton was interviewed Thursday by police, and
they called her back for a second interview Friday, during which
she made "some dmissions on her part in the crime," Hall said.
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Task force Oks Rupp renovation
Carol Chapman / MISD

MSU CAROLERS: Murray State University employees recently serenaded visitors to the Curris Center on campus with holiday carols. Pictured. from left, are Roslyn White, Whitney Wicker, Derrick McReynolds, Donna Witherspoon and Tara
Hawthorne.

US aid a step toward Korea nuke talks

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A task force has approved plans to
renovate Rupp Arena.
Lexington Mayor Jim Gray announced the panel's initial
Lexington
in
WKYT-TV
to
according
approval,
(http://bit.ly/uaEFzI).
The plan must still be approved by the city and the Lexington
Center Board. If it is, the renovation is expected to take two years.
It would include the addition of seats and suites inside the bowl
of the arena, as well as involve a renovation of Lexington Center.
Gray has said the project will help fill University of Kentucky
dorms and attract the best students, faculty and staff.

stands by its right to develop
missiles to defend itself against Despite lack of funds, man sends gifts for troops
the nuclear-armed United States.
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A western Kentucky man has stepped
In 2009, North Korea tested a out on faith to make sure Christmas gifts were sent to U.S. troops
missile capable of reaching U.S. in Afghanistan.
shores, earning widespread conGayron Ferguson, who is president of The Hugs Project of
strengthened
demnation and
Western Kentucky, told The Paducah Sun that he decided to charge
U.N. sanctions. An incensed $600 to his credit card last week after the charity didn't raise
North Korea. which insisted the enough to send 1,069 packages overseas (http://bitly/rEIPOy).
"When the money comes in. I'll pay the credit card off," said
rocket launch was designed to
"These guys are too important."
Ferguson.
send a satellite into space,
cost $10.50 each to mail and are filled with magazines,
boxes
The
walked away from ongoing
Christmas cards.
nuclear disarmament talks in toiletries, snacks and
Ferguson said he waited as long as he could before sending the
protest.
items that include a blank Christmas card soldiers can fill out and
In the weeks that followed,
send to their families. He said the boxes had to be shipped by last
North Korea tested a nuclear week in order to allow enough time for the cards to make it back to
device and announced it would the states.
begin enriching uranium, which
Ferguson said this year has been difficult for the charity, which
would give it a second way to has about 15 volunteers, as they prepared the packages. He said last
make atomic weapons.
year boxes were mailed by Dec. 1.
"North Korea's disclosure of a
uranium enrichment program Ky. looks for better way to help young offenders
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky officials are looking for
was bait" for negotiations and
aid, said Jeung Young-tae, an better ways to deal with youths who commit noncriminal offenses
analyst with the Korea Institute such as skipping school or running away.
Currently,judges in the state are sending such offenders to detenfor National Unification in
nation, actions which
Seoul. "And the United States tion facilities at one of the highest rates in the
the child, according to
harms
only
say
advocates
and
experts
most
grabbed that bait."
The Courier-Journal (http://cjky.it/rV81Gkhttp://cjky.it/rV8 I Gk ).
Hasan Davis, who is deputy director of juvenile justice for the
state, says runaways and truants don't belong in a facility with juveniles who are charged with offenses such as murder and rape.
"There has to be a better alternative than locking a child behind a
door to get their attention," Davis said. "You can detain a youth all
day. If what they are running away from hasn't been addressed, they
will go back to running away."
Child advocates and detention officials have teamed together to
push for alternatives that don't involve jail for such offenses.
"We're paying an enormous amount a day for juveniles. I recomOnline Degree Programs
mend we get out of the business of housing status offenders," said
Enrolling Now!
Kenton County Jailer Terry Carl. The county sent 213 juveniles
with noncriminal offenses to detention centers last year, which was
the highest number in the state.
- Health Care Administration
- Medico!Assisting
- Medico!Coding
- Psychology

nuclear and ballistic missile test- U.S-North Korea meeting in
ing. readmit international Beijing on Thursday. That meetnuclear inspectors expelled in ing in turn could lead within
2009, and resume a dialogue weeks to the resumption of
between North Korea and South nuclear disarmament talks that
Korea, according to the people, would also include China,
who spoke on condition of Japan, Russia and South Korea.
The so-called six-party talks
anonymity because of sensitiviwere last held three years ago,
ty of the negotiations.
Suspension of uranium enrich- and resuming them would
ment by North Korea had been a amount to a foreign policy coup
key outstanding demand from for the Obama administration.
The U.S. would provide
both the U.S. and South Korea
of the North, which has tested 240,000 tons of high-protein
two atomic devices in the past biscuits and vitamins — 20,000
five years. Food talks in Beijing tons a month for a year — but
yielded a breakthrough on urani- not much-wanted rice, according to reports in the South
um enrichment, they said.
The announcement of the food Korean media. It would be the
aid, expected to take place as first food aid from the U.S. in
early as Monday in Washington, nearly three years.
Negotiators have sought for,
not only would be welcome
news for North Korea, but also two decades to convince North
pave the way for another crucial Korea to dismantle its plutonium-producing nuclear reactor at
Yongbyon, which the govern;
ment insists exists to generate
V.-WV•IpCelhOilland.COM
much-needed power. But pluto,000••••••el.
nium can be used to make atomThe staff Of Peel & F lolland ex
ic bombs, and North Korea also
wishes to 't-titi and your family for a joyous
holiday season.

By JEAN H. LEE
Associated Press
The United States is poised to
announce a significant donation
of food aid to North Korea this
week, the first concrete accomplishment after months of
behind-the-scenes diplomatic
contacts between the two
wartime enemies. An agreement
by North Korea to suspend its
controversial uranium enrichment program will likely follow
within days.
A broad outline of the emerging agreement has been made
known to The Associated Press
by people close to the negotiations.
Discussions have been taking
place since summer in New
York, Geneva and Beijing. They
already have yielded agreements
by North Korea to suspend
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NEW YORK (AP) — As
Debris Gillespie went up the
elevator to her fifth-floor
Brooklyn apartment, carrying
groceries, a man was waiting.
His face was one her neighbors

later recognized, and that she
surely must have.
Surveillance video from
inside the small elevator shows
that he looked something like an
exterminator, with a canister
sprayer, white gloves and a dust
mask, which was perched atop
his head like a pair of sunglasses. The sprayer was full of flammable liquid.
When the elevator opened
Saturday afternoon, the man
sprayed the 73-year-old woman,
who turned around and
crouched down to try to protect
herself, New York Police
Department spokesman Paul
Browne said. The attacker
sprayed Gillespie in the face and
continued to spray her "sort of
methodically" over her head and
parts of her body as her bags of
groceries draped off her arms,
Browne said.
Then, Browne said, the attacker pulled out a barbecue-style
lighter and used it to ignite a rag
in a bottle. He waited a few seconds as Gillespie huddled on the
floor. Then he backed out of the
elevator and tossed the flaming
bottle in.
Neighbors in the Prospect
Heights building quickly reported a fire, but had no idea that a
woman was being burned alive.
Overnight, a 47-year-old man
stinking of gasoline went into a
police station and implicated
himself in Gillespie's death,
Browne said. The suspect.
Jerome Isaac, told police he set
her on fire because she owed
him $2,000 for some work he
had done for her, Browne said.
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We offer an
excellent pay and
benefits package,

CHRISTOPHER'S
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bargains
at
Trends-N -Treasures.
Buy/appraise
coins
270-753-4161
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Washer & dryer $350.
Walls for craft booth
$125. Carpet & pad
16x13.5 $125. Men's
HD boots size 10.5
$80. Wooden high
chair $20. 293-7290

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
• their own Usk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

050
Lost and Found
Lost: 22 pistol and hol
ster near Scenic Acres
Subdivision & 94E on
12/13 after 6pm. Name
taped on base of handle. Reward. 293-6542
060
Help Wanted
C A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment that will
begin in December:
Customer
Service
Representative
Order Entry Clerk
Positions available on
1st & 2nd shifts
Please submit your
to
resume
careers@chuckjones.n
et or apply in person at
306 Andrus Dr, Murray,
KY.
V
i
si
t
www.chuckjones.net
for
complete
job
descriptions and other
full time employment
opportunities.
If hired, applicants
must pass a background check and drug
screen.
Firm
LOCAL CPA
seeking part-time, temporary receptionist for
tax season. Must be
good with people and
have references. Mail
resume to P.O. Box
KY
Murray,
527.
42071
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at.
Wee Care
109S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202

FIELD SALES REPRESENTATIVE

PilAYEF
len !ibex itiip
P4Box
r)

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

hOer At/ti

WARD-ELKINS

vvww hragripower.com

605 E South 12th St.

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is

If you are upbeat, confident,
detail-oriented, enjoy working with
people, have outstanding phone skills and
want
a
rewarding
career, please apply.
We offer excellent pay
with a bonus incentive
plan and a competitive
benefit package.

afternoon LPN. We also otter an excellent
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake
Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 2607
Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Email resume to recruiting(q)scoreboard I .com
mail
to:
or
S'PORTABLE SCOREATTN:
BOARDS,
Human
Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray, KY 42071
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071.

Cindy Ivy, Director of
HR 270-442-3312 Fax
544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthiaivy@LCCA.co

LPN/RN 3 nights per
week. 10p-6a, Mon,
Tbur & Eri. LPN/RN 2p10p full-time. Apply in
person at Green Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.

JAGSAFETY
DIRECTOR

UPG in Paducah has
an opening for a
safety director, must
be experienced in
safety, degree or
experience required.
Please call Eric at
450-4145 or toll free
at 1-800-874-4427
ext. 145 or email to
egibson@upgas.com

Does Your Policy Pay Mr ; of
the Deductibles?

Visit us online at
LCCA.COM.
EOE/M/FN/D - 28512
PHONE SALES REPRESENTATIVE

S'PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS' Call
Center has positions
available for career
minded individuals with
superior people skills.
As
a
Sales
Representative you will
be working with new
customers primarily by
telephone and Internet
from our Murray office
Call Center experience
a plus.
If you are upbeat, confident,
detail-oriented, enjoy working with
people, have outstanding phone skills and
rewarding
want a
career, please apply.
We offer excellent pay
with a bonus incentive
plan and a competitive
benefit package.
Email resume to recrui 1-

PART-TIME preschool
needed
teachers
Please send resume
with experience to P.O.
Box 1641, Murray.

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Medicaid
Approved

Irrevocable

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $1,024 on Part A; $135 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

201 S. 3rd

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

TAYLOR HARDWOOD

OF MURRAY, KY

Serving western ky for over 40 years

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Floor Sanding
Refinishing
Installation-Repair

753-9224
PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGI
NICK MCCLURE OWNER

There is still time to have your
floors done before the holidays

1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

888-800-8917
www.taylorhardwood.corn

Call Natasha Hutson
at 753-1916 and place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week 2x1 $6.00 a week

400

Mobile Homes For Sale

Doublewide,
3BR
2BA. $575/mo plus
deposit.
753-2452
leave message

Computers

Apartments For Rent

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
Clean used oil. Call
Key's Recycling
759-9694.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting.
refrigerator.
stove,
electric & gas heater.
storm windows
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

Top Prices Paid. Fo
$ Gold & Silver

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
lin

fit out to

tIOii 111111 1

2001 16x60 Fleetwood
2BR, 1BA Must be
moved Call 293-0620

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
4BR, 2BA $550/mo
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

Want to Buy

hr
1 OM

• Murray, KY 42071

Terry isaat,,karen Isaacs. Owners

13 week contract Runs on Monday

RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

140

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIEN1'S

Round bales hay $45
agtronic 3pt PTO trac
tor Generator $1200
270-293-4596
270-7520133

**RENT TO OWN"
3BR. 2BA. 1 acre,
$3,950 down, $495/mo
2220 Wrather Rd
Almo
(615)397-3171

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

inflationary cost.

Fenn Equipment

PART-TIME bookkeeper wanted. Must be
able to work unsupervised, be proficient in
Quickbooks, be organized, and detail oriented. Flexible hours. Pay
based on qualifications. Resumes to P.O.
box 453, Murray

ingriscoreboard I.corn

mail
to:
or
S'PORTABLE SCOREATTN:
BOARDS,
Resources,
Human
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray, KY 42071

Avoid

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Houses For Rent

CHARGE NURSE
Full-time positions are
available for all shifts.
Must be a Kentuckylicensed RN or LPN.
Long-term care
experience is preferred. We offer great
pay
and
benefits,
including medical coverage, 401(k) and paid
vacation, sick days and
holidays.

THE After Hours Call
Center for Rotech
Healthcare in Murray,
KY has openings for
part-time Patient Care
Coordinators.
Afternoon and weekend shifts are available
with 24-28 hours per
week. Please notify us
of your interest by
at
us
emailing
joshua.young@rotech
corn or you can stop
into our facility to complete an application, MF 8am-5pm, at 120
Max Hurt Drive Murray.
KY 42071. We are
EOE/AA/MFDV.

BROYHILL
Queen
Anne cherry dining
room suite. Table, 8
chairs, china cabinet,
buffet, $1.200. Weider
weight machine, $75.
978-1358, 759-9655
190

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is
currently accepting applications for the
following position: RN Part-Time day shift
Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing & Rehab
Center 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton,
KY 42025 EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
NURSING
OPPORTUNITY
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah

Dallas Willtiughlry
Pre-Arrangenient Specialist

Lou V. McGary

SINCE

currently accepting applications for a full-time
S'PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
positions available for
career minded individuals with superior people skills. As a Field
Sales Representative,
based from our Murray
office, you will be meeting with prospective
customers
in
an
assigned
territory.
Transportation will be
provided. Sales experience a plus.

-- PREPLANNING -

INSURANCE

I %I yelal *TAM !es:war lo

(270) 753-1713
GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

VISA I

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR

SLIDE in gas range All
the bells and whistles
$250 obo 489-2960
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$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The pubi,sher maiola4r,

10 Litt
Fri. 9 a.m.
lico, 9 a.m.

Monday

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40'; Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 ..1.1s Must Run Within or Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

150
Help Wanted

lei's initial
Lexington

sending the
fill out and
pped by last
ke it back to

DEADLINES

NN

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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1st Full Mo. Rent Free

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drixe
I BR & 2BR Apts.
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833

ct

Ext. 283
Equal opporlunIty

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today.
appointment
270-753-2905..
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity

3-5BR available now
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

Well established
small engine sales &
service repair
business in Murray.

CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available immediately.
No
pets.
$750/mo
$750/dep
436-5085

Serious inquiries
only
2M•97JM87/

HOUSE FOR RENT
415 Sycamore St.
4BR. 2BA. NO PETS. 1
yr lease. $775 per
month. 978-1109, 9781107.
Small
2BR
rental
house. $425 rent, $425
deposit
227-6431
293-6156

Storage Rentals

280 BOAT &
RV STORAGE
Brawl New Facility
Low Rates
14e52 . 14 x40
AVAILABLE NOW
(270) 293-1195
(731) 234-9340
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

1919 gas stove,
antique furniture,
pictures,
lots of antiques,
old wooden windows.
Questions call
270-906-5104

Need to place an ad?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times

Toy
black
CKC
Ready
Poodles.
12/23/11. $400. Make
presents.
adorable
270-362-7866 Linda
Cube Patootiel 3Ib
female Pomeranian.
UTD on shots, spade
$350 270-293-9492
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times

51urrai I edger es time,. lair
Rousing Act Notice
\N real iNtate ad%
hetn
,
Ilbled
the Federal tr
Ilousine, Act, w huh make, it
ilk-gal to advertise any prekr-

ence. limitation or disenm
lion based on race, color, rehgum,set, handicap larrtilial spiv, or national origin. or inttnlion to make any such pft.ferentes, limitations or discrimisation.
I
State law,liwhid discnnunation,
in the sale. rental or ad%ertising
of real estate based on tactocii in,
addition to
protecled
under Federal law.
We will know ingll accept any
ads ertising tor rear estate is
is not in siidahon tit the Ian. All*
yx..rsons are herebN intormed.
hat all dwellings advertised ere
vailable on an equal °matu.
it): basis.
For further assistance with Fair
lousing Alt ertising requirements. cortta(t NA A Counxel
Rene P \filar! - h4tt-1003

t1.1.04"WO TV

SUBSCRIBE
* * IICOUR * *

HOLLY DAY

* 1101111110N1 *
I

Give a gift subscription to the
,

0

MURRAY

*

LEDGER &TIMES*i

1 Home
1 3 mo.6 mo.

Deliver,'
Local Mail
430.00
330.00
.555.00 3 mo.
$55.00
6
mo.
1 yr....-.......3105.00
$105.00
1 yr.

ENGLISH Bulldog puppies. (270)705-7173

Free
Pallets

Real Estate

270-753-1916

Pets & Supplies

KEY MINI

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

MONDAY
9:00-?

RETAIL Store in Hazel
+/SF
5000
$750 00/month
270-492-8211

Hay for sale. Smal
bales
square
$3.00/bale. 753-1287.

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

2BR, 1BA. near hospital, fenced yard, w/d.
no pets, no smoking.
$600/mo. $500/dep.
6mo lease.
270-925-5387

FOR RENT:
Commercial/retail
spaces at best rates.
Excellent location at 404
N 4th St with lots of
parking Spaces ranging
from 750-2100sqft
Spaces can be modified
to meet individual
needs if you are in
need of office space call
270-752-0201

390
Livestock & Supplies

Several 2BR duplexs
now.
available
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

GARAGE SALE
AURORA SELF
STORAGE ON 402

Commerical Prop, For Rent

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

WAREHOUSES

Yard Sale

For Sale
Conmecciag Bless

3BR, 2BA, near Hazel.
no pets. $500/mo.
$400/dep. 770-4611605.

TDD #1-800-648-6056

Houses For Rent

ornmercial Prop.
For Sale

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
475.00
mo.
.$40.00
$80.00 6 mo.
$120.00 1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
Pun ear h. Buclumir
3 mo
6 mo
1 yr

I Check

Money Order

Visa

Name
I
I St. Address
I
City
I
I State
Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:

First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

1
1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
4
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Homes For Sale

Beautiful bnck home.
2.000sgft, 3BR, 3BA, 2
car garage, carport,
3acres. lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249,000.00.
731-247-6193
New 46R, 3BA bock in
North Villa. Hardwood,
large all purpose room
.2 heat & cooling units.
$230.000. Bids welcome 753-5344
New 2-4
• Bedroom homes in
Rherfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
Services Offered
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562

ww.hillelectric com

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

NEW! 3BR, 2BA,
attached garage, all
brick. Murray's only
gated community, The
Gates! 10 Tumbler
Lane. $135,000.00.
270-978-0559.
Iii7•4111
41111' Ifillt-ir?

\i'4'I
\

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1 916

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitcheff.
Decks to For
We Do It A.
No Job To S
270-873-9916
viyi our vwosin
keniuckylake
remodelinci.com

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping.
excavator, back hoe.
hauling. Accept malor
credit cards. 978-0343.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

'• I

f

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
I nstruchon
"Flight Review
'Discovery Flight
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

GARLAND
RENTAL%
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
",•••
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
530
Ks. Offered
45

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
'Trimming
'Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured
(270) 489-2839
ML Garage Doors.
repair,
Installation,
maintenance on doors
and operators.
270-293-2357

Concepts SudoKu

Carpet & Floor
Covering
Sales 4 Installation
45 Years Experience
Visit Our Showroom
641 South 1.5 miles to
403 Tom Taylor Trail
753-7728
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
General Contractor
*Additions
•Kitchens & Bathrooms
•Decks & Outdoor
Kitchens
Licensed & Insured
(270) 226-5444

Patriot Carpet
Eau

By Dave Green

2

if you've got it, we can store It

1iii&1t

Sucloku is a number-Owing puzzle Lased on a 9x9 grid witt
several given numbers The °Oleo is to pace the numbers 1 to 9
in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concept's Sudoku increases frum Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

Used Cars

2.5 story bock house &
barn on 8 scenic acres.
$149,000.00.
93
Clayton Or, Call
293-7252 to view

Murray Ledger & Times
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HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
&11 Yew Sep* Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

The Place to Start.... Murray Ledger 8. Times
(270)753-1916
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Difficu ty Level *

2,1 114

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
I
ze n ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

Commercial/Residential
James C. Callimore

www.geclIc.weebly.COM1
(270) 759-0890
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

5
6
3
2
8
9
4
7
1

8

Carpet. Tile, &
Upholstry Cleaning
Call 731-336-3492
for our
holiday specials!'

Answer to previous puzzle

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
Serving Murray
Calloway County for
over 40 years
Free estimates
270-753-5827

Census shows 1 in 2 people are poor or low-income
By HOPE YEN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Squeezed by rising living costs,
a record number of Americans
nearly 1 in 2 — have fallen
into poverty or are scraping by
on earnings that classify them as
low income.
The latest census data depict
a middle class that's shrinking
as unemployment stays high and
the government's safety net
frays. The new numbers follow
'years of stagnating wages for
the middle class that have hurt
millions of workers al* families.
"Safety net programs such as
food stamps and tax credits kept
poverty from rising even higher
in 2010, but for many lowincome families 'with workrelated and medical expenses,
they are considered too 'rich' to
qualify," said Sheldon Danziger,

a University of Michigan public
policy professor who specializes
in poverty.
"The reality is that prospects
for the poor and the near poor
are dismal," he said. "If
Congress and the states make
further cuts, we can expect the
number of poor and low-income
families to rise for the next several years."
Congressional Republicans
and Democrats are sparring over
legislation that would renew a
Social Security payroll tax cut,
part of a year-end political
showdown,over economic priorities that could also trim unemployment benefits, freeze federal pay and reduce entitlement
spending.
Robert Rector, a senior
research fellow at the conservative Heritage Foundation, questioned whether some people
classified as poor or low-income

Groomer
Lea Ann Pullen
Full Service Grooming For
All Breeds of Dogs & Cats

L.

(270) 753-6749

A

A

A
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Tuesday, Dec. 20,2011:
You express an unusual intensity this year. Often, you are overwhelmed by the many opportunities and choices that drop in
your lap. Before making a decision, you might want to further
explore a new concept. You hold
many feelings in. You could be
seen as remote or unavailable. If
you are single, you might put a
suitor on a pedestal. This tendency could damage a potential
bond. If you are attached, you,
too, might not be seeing your
sweetie clearly. When this person falls off his or her pedestal,
don't blame him or her-,but you - you put this person there.
SCORPIO makes a good healer.

ACCREDITED
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;

1271 Robert%ou Rd. South

Si

works as a waiter and the family
of three is temporarily living
with her mother.
"We're paying my mom $200
a month for rent, and after diapers and formula and gas for
work, we barely have enough
money to spend," said Bechtol,
a high school graduate who
wants to go to college. "If it
weren't for food stamps and
other government money for
families who need help, we
wouldn't have been able to survive."
million
About
97.3
Americans fall into a lowincome category, commonly
defined as those earning
between 100 and 199 percent of
the poverty level, based on a
new supplemental measure by
the Census Bureau that is
designed to provide a fuller picture of poverty. Together with
the 49.1 million who fall below

Horoscope

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.

Call Today
For An Appointment

actually suffer material hard- Housing and child-care costs are
ship. He said that while safety- consuming up to half of a faminet programs have helped many ly's income.
States in the South and West
Americans, they have gone too
far, citing poor people who live had the highest shares of lowin decent-size homes, drive cars income families, including
Arizona, New Mexico and
and own wide-screen TVs.
"There's no doubt the reces- South Carolina, which have
sion has thrown a lot of people scaled back or eliminated aid
out of work and incomes have programs for the needy. By raw
fallen," Rector said. "As we numbers, such families were
come out of recession, it will be most numerous in California
important that these programs and Texas, each with more than
promote self-sufficiency rather 1 million.
The struggling Americans
than dependence and encourage
include Zenobia Bechtol, 18, in
people to look for wor14-7
Mayors in 29 chig,s,Aaxmore Austin, Texas, who earns minithan 1 in 4 people needing emer- mum wage as a part-time pizza
gency food assistance did not delivery driver. Bechtol and her
receive it. Many middle-class 7-month-old baby were recently
Americans are dropping below evicted from their bedbugthe low-income threshold — infested apartment after her
roughly $45,000 for a family of boyfriend, an electrician, lost his
four — because of pay cuts, a job in the sluggish-economy.
After an 18-month job
forced reduction of work hours
or a spouse losing a job. search. Bechtol's boyfriend now

ARIES(March 21-And! 19)
**** You are known as the
Pioneer of the Zodiac, yet you
also work well with one other
person. Together you could clear
the decks more easily for the
upcoming weekend. Be sensitive to what appears to be too

99'
MO

the poverty line and are counted
as poor, they number 146.4 million, or 48 percent of the U.S.
population. That's up by 4 million from 2009, the earliest
numbers for the newly developed poverty measure.
The new measure of poverty
takes into account medical.
commuting and other living
costs. Doing that helped push
the number of people below 200
percent of the poverty level up
from 104 million, or 1 in 3
Americans, that was officially
reported in September.
Broken down by age, children were most likely to be poor
or low-income — about 57 percent — followed by seniors over
65. By race and ethnicity.
Hispanics topped the list at 73
percent, followed by blacks,
and
non-Hispanic
Asians
whites.
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by Jacqueline Bigar
matter what you are doing. You
good to be true.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
have a lot going for you, though
**** Others dominate. Don't it might be hard to tell. You have
worry -- they do value your opin- a tendency to go to extremes.
ions. You could have difficulty Make calls, return calls and
understanding where others are sched4le meetings. Let more
coming from. A true gentleness caring in.
emerges because of the interac- UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
tion you have with a loved one.
**** Allow greater give-andGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
take. If you're wondering about a
*** Dive into work. You know few last-minute gifts, know that
the possibilities. Don't sell your- not everything has to be a mateself short. You have the ability to rial manifestation. Consider a
get past a problem. The unex- valued experience as a present.
pected occurs when dealing with Understand what might be ailing
a friend. Flex and understand.
a family member. Listen to news
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
with a grain of salt.
**** Allow your ingenuity to SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
flourish. You will not only com- ***** Methodically enter the
plete a task but be able to finish next few days. You might have
any last-minute details. Just too many lists, but you will burst
because you look up to or through them like lightning. A
respect someone doesn't mean child or new friend might need
either of you might be suppress- your time. Don't overthink things.
ing strong feelings.
You might not be comfortable
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
with a personal matter.
*** Stay close to home, and SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
don't venture far. Not that you *** The best of attitudes can
will get lost, but your imagination sometimes tumble during times
could encourage an adventure of stress and fatigue. For a brief
when you don't have time. Still. moment, the holidays or another
you just might not care, as you situation could stress you out. A
adapt your plans accordingly. little distance could help you
Remember, for every action recuperate. An optimistic attitude
there is a reaction.
helps you recharge.
VIRGO (Aug. 2 3-Sept. 22)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You feel inspired, no *** Your instincts play out

when dealing with a partner or
someone you care about. Pitch
in with suggestions while completing a key project. Don't skip
meeting.
an
important
Recognize that you can stall a
child's or someone else's
requests.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Take a stand, though
you might need to handle a personal or domestic issue. You
have what appears to others to
be an endless source of energy
and optimism. Listen to your
instincts with finances. You cannot keep postponing a decision.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Read between the
lines with what is occurring in a
friendship. At first the situation
seems hazy. Detach, and you
will see clearly. Use this information to eliminate a problem that
could affect you and others.
BORN TODAY
Psychic Uri Geller (1946). singer
Jojo (1990). singer David Cook
(1982)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2011 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Ten years ago
Pictured is Rosanna Miller
accepting the Caregiver of the
Year award from Cindy Ragsdale,
coordinator of the local Alzheimer's
Disease Support group.
A group of students from Murray Middle School performed at
half-time of the Murray State-Tennesse Chattanooga basketball game
Nov. 29 at the Regional Special
Events Center. They sung several
patriotic songs.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital nursing scholarships were
awarded to Amanda Dunn. Carolyn Thorn and Pat Atkins.
"Fourth Down and Life to Go,"
a critically acclaimed book written by former Murray High and
Calloway County Coach Tony
Franklin, is now available locally. just in time for Christmas.
Tamara Tucker, senior at Calloway County High School, was
named Student of the Week by
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
and WNBS 1340 AM.
Pictured is the United Way of
Calloway
County
presenting
Rudolph's Inc. with a plaque for
outstanding support of the community through United Way.
Employees of Rudolph's Inc. pictured were Vickie Ringstaff.
Paulette Sykes, Mike Utley. Greg
McReynolds, Sonic Pruitt, Paul
House, Bob Thurman and Karen
Cain.
Twenty years ago
Recent births for the MurrayCalloway County Hospital for Dec.
13, include a boy to Stephanie
Mayo, Dec. 14, a boy to Virginia
and Keith Beane and a girl to
Valerie and Robert Boyd.
Murray High Ladies beat St.
Mary 79-67. Mary Catherine
Wooldridge scored a career-high
32 points.
Pictured in attendance at Murray State's 98-74 win over Middle Tennessee was University of
Kentucky quarterback Pookie.
Jones, a Calloway County High
School graduate.
Thirty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford McClure
will observe their 60th wedding
anniversary Friday. Dec. 25.

Bids for a new city wastewater
treatment facility and wastewater
interceptors and forte mains were
opened at 11 a.m. Thursday and
given tot he engineering company of both projects for further
and complete review.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board paid special recognition to its three outgoing members, Gene Cook, hospital chief
of staff, Murray Mayor Melvin B.
Henley and Calloway County
Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller
with resolutions to recognize their
contributions to the hospital.
Piano students of Hellon Carlin
recently presented a recital at Murray-Calloway Library. They were
Heather Hughes, Kati Bolls.
Heather Grogan. Katherine Oakley, Alison Burton, Kelly Bolls,
Scott Foster, Eric Hogancamp.
Michael Caldwell, Lori Payne,Lisa
Rexroat, Kriesta Gaines, Ellen
Hogancamp, Jennifer Rayburn.
Elizabeth Oakley. Mark Miller and
Ben Yoo.
The Calloway County Middle
School Lady Lakers remain undefeated in their 6-0 mark this season.
Forty years ago
Dr. Edwin Larson, former resident of Murray, had been named
president of Independence College, Cape May, NJ.
Pictured was the large Christmas tree in the foyer of the Calloway County courthouse.
Fifty years ago
Murray State College had been
granted $63,800 by the National
Science Foundation to conduct a
summer science institute for high
school teachers, according to Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, MSC president.
J.G. Crawford, son of Mr. and
Mrs. T. Wade Crawford. of Murray. had been elected president of
Western Kentucky Chapter of Associated General Contractors of
Amenca.
Sixty years ago
O.B. Boone, Jr., Edwin Crawford and Porter White and Sons.
all of Murray. had been elected
to membership in American
Aberdeen Angus Breeders Association. Chicago.

Boyfriend's mom isn't ready to
give up Christmas tradition
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend
and I have been living together
for nine months. We have decided to host Christmas dinner at
our house and invited 20 people
-- 10 from
each of our
families. His
mother,
unfortunately,
is having a
hard
time
accepting that
her 27-yearold son is
growing up.
She says
she
feels
"awkward"
By Abigail
and that their
Van Buren
family
has
had its traditions for many years.
(My boyfriend has spent every
Christmas Eve and Christmas night
at his parents' house since birth.)
I come from a family that is
adaptable to change. Any suggestions for dealing with this potential future mother-in-law? -- FREE
SPIRIT
DEAR FREE SPIRIT: First
of all, don't plan on your
boyfriend's parents attending your
Christmas dinner, and don't take
it personally if they don't.
If and when a wedding date
is set, or your boyfriend makes
clear to her that your arrangement will be permanent, the three
of you can then come to an agreement to alternate these holidays
so you and your parents are able
to also host these gatherings. This
is how new families establish their
own traditions and in-laws aren't
made to feel that one side is
favored.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: I have been
with my fiance for two years.
Lately he's been having trouble
controlling his anger. His outbursts are becoming more frequent, and he feels like they're
justified. He says if I didn't "nag"
him so much there wouldn't be

946), singer
David Cook

DEAR ABBY: I have an elderly neighbor I have been friends
with for many years. Over the
past several years she has had
numerous medical problems. I have
done everything I can to be her
friend. I do things around the house,
bring her meals, whatever I can.
She has no family and only one
other friend besides me.
She is depressed and stays in
bed most of the day, which contributes to her aches and pains. I
keep telling her she needs to get
up and walk or her pain will get
worse. It has reached the point
where she's so nasty about everything that I don't even want to
talk to her.
I understand that she's scared
and feels beaten up. I try to talk
about things that are noncontroversial -- happy things. It doesn't work. She turns everything
into an argument. I don't know
what to do. I hate to ignore her,
but it's really taking a toll on
me. Am I a fair-weather friend?
-- TRYING TO BE A GOOD
NEIGHBOR
DEAR GOOD NEIGHBOR:
No. She may be becoming demented. Contact social services to get
someone trained to help her.

Marcus Hook, Pa.
In 1950, Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower was named commander of
the military forces of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization.
In 1961, former U.S. Ambassador Joseph P. Kennedy Sr., 73,
suffered a debilitating stroke while
in Palm Beach, Fla.
In 1984, a fire at the Wilberg
Mine near Orangeville. Utah,killed
27 people. Britain and China signed
an accord returning Hong Kong
to Chinese sovereignty on July I.
1997.
In 1998, President Bill Clin-

ton was impeached by the Republican-controlled House for perjury
and obstruction of justice (he was
later acquitted by the Senate).
Ten years ago. The fires that
had burned beneath the ruins of
the World Trade Center in New
York City for the previous three
months were declared extinguished
except for a few scattered hot
spots.
Five years ago: A Libyan court
convicted five Bulgarian nurses and
a Palestinian doctor of deliberately infecting 400 children with HIV
and sentenced them to death.
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stronger push They actively recommend that boys should be vaccinated at II or 12. Why?
Obviously, males can't get cervical cancer. But if they are infected with the virus, they can spread
it to women through sexual activity. So vaccinating boys and young
men against the virus will help
prevent its transmission to women
It will also help prevent some (Attie 7,000 HPV-related cancers that
occur in men each year.
The CDC hopes that the recommendation will help make up
for the fact that fewer girls than
it had hoped have been vaccinated. So far, only about one-third
of girls eligible for vaccination
against HPV have gotten all three
necessary shots.
The more people who are vaccinated against a virus, the less
that virus can circulate in the
community. Vaccinating boys, too,
helps our health as a group. This
is sometimes called "herd immunity."
Some parents take issue with
the idea of vaccinating young children against a disease that is transmitted sexually. This may be part
of the reason not as many girls
as expected have been vaccinated. Making the HPV vaccine part
of routine vaccines for all children may help remove some of
the stigma. Vaccinating kids
BEFORE they might become sexually active makes sense.
I know some people ask the
question: Why should you vaccinate a child against a sexually transmitted disease he or she may
never get? But there is another
question I'd ask these people to
consider: Why wouldn't you vaccinate your child to protect them
against a cancer that they could
get? In my view, it's a miracle
that we can vaccinate against a
life-threatening cancer. The arguments in favor of routinely giving the HPV vaccine to kids are
very strong.

Dr. Komaroff

ASSISTEDLIVING
FLOWERS
Dear
Heloise: The
recent tip on
DON All NG
WEDDING
FLOWERS to
a local hospital or Ronald
McDonald
House after the event was great.
Here is another possible donation
site: an assisted-living facility. My
mother resides in one, and someone in the family brings her fresh
flowers almost weekly. They really brighten her room and her day.
I almost feel guilty when I see
some of the other residents' faces.
I know they would enjoy bouquets, too. Hopefully, her facility
and others can include this tip in
their newsletters. -- Thanks from
a reader in Stroudsburg, Pa.
Yes, I'm sure flowers certainly can brighten a room! Call or
ask about bringing flowers for
others or for the public areas. -Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are some
helpful uses for old pillowcases:
• A changing-table pad cover.
* Place where a pet likes to

by
Heloise

sleep in order to reduce hair.
• Use as a small laundry bag.
• Cover couch cushions to protect from stains.
* Use to store summer or winter clothing.
Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise( at)Heloise.com
POTLUCK
Dear Heloise: I have enjoyed
your and your mom's column for
many years with the great hints.
With so many people trying to
visit friends and relatives and take
a dish, I wanted to share the perfect way to transport the food.
When shopping in the grocery store.
ask the employees if you can have
the bottom portion of the cardboard cases for canned goods.
These are great for any size pot.
bowl or container, and if the item
happens to spill, you won't have
a mess to clean up in your car.
-- Sandi in Spring, Texas
BIRTHDAY CARD
Dear Heloise: On my birthday, 1 so enjoyed reading my special birthday card, which has
brought lots of pleasure. In 1983,
I received a beautiful large card

ACROSS
1
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33
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Pleased
Return to base
Track event
Kitchen come-ons
Privy to
Small wave
Dickens miser
Pot brew
Lengths of service
Have dinner
Tennis court divider
Proofing mark
Blueprint data
More rational
Walking aid
Runner on snow
Museum fill
Fusilli shapes
Bitterly cold
Dickens boy
Newspaper worker
Deep sleep
Longing
Rare bird
Wineglass parts
Sunset site
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PEANUTS(t)
ALWAYS START WITH
THE BEDROOM..
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for my birthday. That following
January, I forgot to purchase a
card for my partner, who gave
me the card, so I used the same
card and dated it. In short, we
have used the same card now for
28 years, and we enjoy reading
the little notes written each year.
We have used all the insides and
are ready for the back. -- Jack.
via email
HANDY BEACH TOWEL
Dear Heloise. Beach towels are
on sale now, and they make great
lap robes or bed throws for elderly folks. They're cheap. large.
lightweight, easy to launder, and
those bright designs and colors
are cheerful to look at. -- Lynn
from St. Augustine, Ha.
SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: On a recent
flight, a woman sat next to my
husband and me. The problem?
Why do women feel the need to
bathe themselves in perfume or
body lotions? Do they realize there
are people like myself who suffer severe migraines that can be
triggered by strong scents? Please
remind women and men that they
don't always smell good to everyone! -- LG.. Boardman, Ohio
(02011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I know
it's recommended that young girls
get vaccinated against HPV, since
this virus can cause cervical cancer. What about boys? At one
time I read it was not recommended for them, but recently I
heard that this had changed. Has
it changed, and why?
DEAR READER: You're right.
The
CDC's
Advisory
Committee on
Immunization
Practices
(ACIP) has
recently recommended
that boys also
get the HPV
vaccine.
H P v
(human papilBy
lomavirus)
Dr. Anthony
causes genital
Komarotf
warts.
In
women, some strains of the virus
cause cancer of the cervix. The
cervix is a part of a woman's uterus,
the opening into the uterus from
the vagina. Vaccines for HPV have
been shown to reduce a woman's
later risk of getting cervical cancer. The discovery that HPV causes cervical cancer was a landmark discovery that was honored
with the Nobel Prize.
So it's clear why the HPV vaccine is recommended for girls.
But why is it recommended for
boys? HPV can also cause cancers of the anus, penis, vagina,
mouth and throat. This makes it
a problem for both men and
women. In fact, in the U.S., 7,000
men each year get cancers caused
by HPV.
When it was first approved in
2006, the first vaccine against
HPV
Gardasil -- was for use
only in girls and young women.
Although it also was approved
for boys in 2009, at that time it
wasn't recommended that all boys
also be vaccinated. But the recent
ACIP recommendations are a
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Vaccinating boys against
HPV makes good sense

Hints From Heloise

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 19. the
353rd day of 2011. There are 12
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 19, 1843, -A Christmas Carol," by Charles Dickens,
was first published in England.
On this date:
In 1777, Gen. George Washington led his army of about
11,000 men to Valley Forge, Pa.,
to camp for the winter.
In 1910,the artificial fiber rayon
was first commercially produced
by the American Viscose Co. of
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any arguments.
I love him and want to spend
the rest of my life with him, but
I'm becoming frightened by the
level he allows his anger to reach.
Can you help a man like this
deal with his anger? -- NEEDS
HELP
DEAR NEEDS HELP: No,
and neither can you, as much as
you might wish to. Only he can
do that, and it would take willingness on his part and counseling. Blaming you for his outbursts indicates he's not ready to
do that. The smartest thing you
can do is leave before he escalates to hurting you physically.
Without professional help, the
behavior you have described will
only get worse.

Today in History
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NO. 24 MURRAY STATE 66, ARKANSAS STATE 53

Keeping the streak

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times

Murray State senior guard Donte Poole points to teammate Isaiah Canaan after a Canaan three-pointer late in the first half Saturday against
Arkansas State. Canaan led the Racers with 21 points while Poole added 11, as the Racers moved their season record to 12-0 behing the 66-53 victory.

RACERS MOVE RECORD TO 12-0 WITH WIN OVER
ARKANSAS STATE SATURDAY NIGHT AT HOME
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
As high as expectations were
for Murray State's No. 24-ranked
rnen's basketball team entering
Saturday's
contest
against
Arkansas State, first-year head
coach Steve Prohm says his were
even higher.
That's why he admits sometimes even he wonders what's
going on if his team isn't perfect
on every possesion.
"Sometimes you hold them to
such a high level of expectation,
that when they aren't perfect for
stretches, you're wondering what
we are doing wrong," Prohm said.
Fortunately for him, that
stretch lasted only seven minutes
or so on Saturday night.
After winning in practically
every way imaginable through
their first II games, the Racers
discovered a new way to do it
against the Red Wolves in their
12th. as Murray State found
themselves down by as many as
nine points early in the first half
against a hot-shooting Arkansas
State teatp before rallying back to
claim a 66-53 victory.
Saturday's start was much different than the one Murray State
got off to Thursday night against

Up Next
Tennessee-Martin at
No. 24 Murray State
When: Wednesday, 7 p.m
Where: CFSB Center, (Murray. Ky
Radio: WFGS 103 7 FM
Records- Murray State 12-0 (0-0.
OVC), Tennessee-Martin 3-9 10-0,
OVC)

Lipscomb. but Prohm said he
takes a majority of the blame for
that, saying that he had his team
playing too cautious in the early
going.
"I think I had them a little too
passive coming out of the gates,"
Prohm said. "But I'm proud of
them for being able to rally back.
"I was glad to see them overcome some different things and
win a different way, because you
aren't going to win like we won
against Lipscomb everytime or
win like we did against Dayton."
The Racers surrendered a
three to Arkansas State guard Ed
Townsel on the Red Wolves'
opening possession. but responded quickly with a dunk from senior foward Ivan Aska.
After trading blows in the
early going, a Clonte Poole slam
tied the game at 8-8 with 14:25
left in the first half.

After the Poole jam, however,
it would be all Arkansas State.
The Red Wolves went on a 9-0
run over the next four minutes,
extending their lead to as many
as nine points with 10:39 left in
the half, holding a 17-8 lead
before Murray State could finally
provide an answer.
Senior guard Jewaun Long hit
a floater to stop the bleeding, then
freshman guard Zay Jackson
knocked down an open three to
cut the deficit to just four with
9:36 remaining in the half.
Prx.)hm said the Jackson three
was a big momentum shift for the
Racers, particularly for a player
that is more noted for his defensive tenacity.
"Zay can really wreak havoc
on the basketball," Prohm said.
"He's as quick a player as there is
in the country, and he's very
quick and athletic. I was really
fired up when he made that three,
it was a wide-open, good rhythm
three, and he knocked it down."
From there, the Racers whittled away at the Red Wolves,
sparked predominantly by a hot
stretch from senior guard Isaiah
Canaan, who knocked down four
II See RACERS, 13A

Five local
football players
named to
Associated Press
itiR.:AtNepam
All-State
CALLOWAY BOTH
REPRSENTED AS
HONORABLE MENTIONS
Staff Report
Five local athletes were named
to the 2011 Kentucky High
School All-State honorable mention teams.
Calloway
County
kicker/punter
Garrett
Schwettman received honorable
mention honors, as did Murray
Carson
kicker
High
Greifenkamp, as well as defensive lineman Ian Heskett, linebacker Bob Fields and defensive
back Kendall Deese.
Schwettman and Greifenkamp
were catalysts for their respective
teams on the special teams side of
the ball during the 2011 season.
Schwettman took on full kicking duties for his Lakers throughout the season, handling kickoffs, field goals. extra points as
well as the punting duties. The
four-sport athlete connected on
eight field goals and 37 extra
points this past season.
Greifenkamp, who took care
of kick-offs, field goals and extra
point for his regional champion
Murray High Tigers, hit three
field goals on the season and connected on 40 extra points.
Heskett recorded 103 total
tackles for the Tigers on the season including 65 solo, leading the
team.
Fields recorded 84 total tackles and 45 solo tackles, with a
sack and five interceptions, one
of which he returned for a touchdown.
Deese, who also served as
quarterback for the Tigers recorded 21 total tackles, one 'sack, one
forced fumble and five interceptions on the season for Murray
High.

PREP BASKETBALL

Calloway boys
oust Fulton City
FRESHMAN SKYLER
HUNTER KEYS LAKERS
WITH SIX 3-POINTERS

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
Murray State senior forward Ivan Asks nails a jumper over
Arkansas State forward Malcoln Kirkland Saturday night.

Staff Report
Going on the road Saturday
night, the Calloway County
Lakers picked up their second
win of the season 63-59 over host
Fulton City behind a barrage of
three point shots.
Freshman Skyler Hunter and
Connor Wagner led the charge,
converting six and four respectively, to finish with 32 points
between them.
Still, despite the duos' prowess
from behind the arc, fellow freshman Parker Adams did them one
better, turning in 19 points of his
own to lead the team.
Michael Arnett (9) and Dante
Damns (3) rounded out the scoring for Calloway County.
The Lakers will get tonight off
before returning to Jeffrey
Gymnasium tomorrow against
Henry County at 7:30 p.m..

PREP SWIMMING

Murray, Calloway do well in MHS Invitational
RECORDS FALL FOR BOTH
SCHOOLS IN ANNUAL MEET
By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
Returning to the pool Saturday in the
(Murray High School Invitational, both
the Murray High and Calloway County
swim teams made the most of their
opportunities as both picked up impressive records on the day in front of their
home crowds.
For the Tigers, who hosted the event
at Murray State. the day was special on
both the team and individual levels as
they walked away with the not only the

overall crown but a girls' title and a
boys' second place finish as well.
With a strong field. Tigers' head
coach John Wand said that wasn't
something to be taken for granted.
"We're always excited about our
home meets." he said. "We set a goal
every year that we want to win, but the
Madisonville-North team that came in
was a very, very strong and deep team
so going in we were a little concerned.
We just talked to the kids and told them
how important it was that each and
every one of them swam their very best
times and we were very fortunate that a
lot of them were able to accomplish
that."
That might he an understatement,

though, as the records fell in bunches
for the Tigers with six laying claim to
new notches in the books before the day
was done.
Led by the girls' 200 freestyle relay
team of Megan Wilson, Abby Gibson,
Nicole McGee and Lauren Erickson,
the Murray High girls team made the
most wake at the meet, picking up 98
points to finish 34 ahead of second
place Madisonville-North Hopkins. As
an individual, Erickson was equally
impressive as she also picked up new
record limes in both the 50 and 100
Free events.
Wand pointed out the relay record,
SI See SWIMMING, I3A

GREG WADDELL / Ledger & Times

Senior Lauren Erickson made the most out of her time in the
water, helping to set three new schools records Saturday.
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From Page 12A
in particular, as impressive.
"The 200 free relay was a decision that
we made that we were going to go ahead
and use that relay at the regional and hopefully qualify for state," he said, "and to
have those kids come together with Megan,
Abby, Nicole and Lauren they actually
broke a record that is the oldest of the girls'
records that we have for our team. They
should be very proud of that and, of course,
we're equally proud as coaches."
On the guys side things were just as good
as Daniel McGee broke some records of his
own in the 200 IM and 100 Free as well as
the oldest boys individual record for Muray
High in the 100 Breaststroke.
Connor McKenna got in on the fun as
well, picking up the fastest time in the 50
Free
For Calloway, though _ not as many
records fell as their Murray counterparts,
they still had a day to talk about as well.
The guys, in particular, were a bit short
handed Saturday. With key boy swimmers
Kyle Faulkner and Marco 0'Bryan out for
various reasons, Phillips Valardo took to the
water alone, coming in fourth in the 1(10
and 200 freestyles while dropping time in
both and scoring six points.
For the girls, Natalie Hahs was especially impressive, finishing first in the 500
freestyle and besting her own record by a
full 14 seconds.
"I was looking at her time and was like,
'Man, talk about consistency,— Calloway
head coach Amy Workman said. "It was
right where she wanted it. She broke six
minutes in 5:57.68 as a seventh
grader.Natalie has a bright future ahead of
her. She is very serious about her swimming
and she's a good girl. When she makes up
her mind to do something, you just better
get out of her way because its going to happen. She told her mom, 'I decided they
weren't beating me today,' so she got in the
water and took care of business. I'm so
proud of her."
She wasn't the only notable swimmer
though as the 400 girls relay team of April
Meadows, Leah Feldhaus, Darington
Prescott and Hahs. came in third with a
4:46.10. Prescott also finished third in the
100 breaststroke at 1:25.53 to break a
school record while Meadows dropped
eight seconds in the 200 free, finishing
fourth.
All in all, though, both teams had memorable days in front of their largely home
crowds. That, among other things, both
coaches agreed, is part of what makes the
local events so special.
"Both Tiger meets are wonderful,"
Workman said. "We have , a really,-good
time. It's really funny because these Las are
best friends on the deck: it doesn't matter
which school they go to. When they're
swimming they're on the deck or sitting at
each other's camp, encouraging one another
and yelling for one another, but when they
get up on that block all bets are off. They
step up to that block and, although they love
each other dearly, it's a 100 percent competition. Then when they reach the wall and
look up at that clock, they have their
moment, but they'll hop out of that pool and
dang if they're not hugging each other's
necks and congratulating each other. It's the
funniest thing to watch them. I'm proud of
both teams and we love the Murray High
meet so it makes it really nice."
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South
W
L T Pct
y-Houston
10 4 0 714
Tennessee
7
7 0 500
Jacksonville
4 10 0 286
Indianapolis
1 13 0 071
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Phillip Valardo turned in several low times for Calloway despite being the
only boy competing with Kyle Faulkner and Marco O'Bryan both sidelined.

•

Sunday's Gimes
New Orleans 42, Minnesota 20
Seattle 38. Chicago 14
Cincinnati 20, St. Louis 13
Carolina 28, Houston 13
Kansas City 19. Green Bay 14
Indianapolis 27, Tennessee 13
Miami 30, Buffalo 23
Washington 23, N Y Giants 10
Detroit 28, Oakland 27
New England 41, Denver 23
Arizona 20, Cleveland 17, OT
Philadelphia 45, NY Jets 19
San Diego 34 Baltimore 14

NAT1ONAL CONFERENCE
West
W
L T Pct
y-San Francisco
10 3 0 769
Seattle
7 7 0 500
Anzona
7 7 0 500
St Louis
2 12 0 143

Monday's Game
Pittsburgh at San Francisco 8.30 pm

x-clinched playoff spot
y-clinched division

Thursday. Dec. 22
Houston at Indianapolis. 8-20 p.m

SportsBriefs
IN The Murray State baseball team will be holding its annual MSU
Chnstmas Baseball Camp this Tuesday and Wednesday. The first session on Tuesday costs $50, and registration will start following the
school day at 3:30 p.m. inside the concession stand area of Racer
Arena. Tuesday's session will start a 4 p.m. and last until 7 p.m.
Wednesday's session is also $50, and will run from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
with registration set to begin at 9:30 a.m. The discounted price to atte
both sessions is $75. The camp will be held inside the north gym of th
Carr Health building both days, and each camper will receive a camp
shirt. Questions may be directed to the MSU baseball office at 270-8
4892 or 270-809-4192.

PREP WRESTLING

GREG WADDELL Ledger & Times

Daniel McGee had a day to remember, turning in several bests despite competing in events unusual to him.

Courtney wins at
Caldwell Tiger Classic
STAFF REPORT
Charlie Courtney kicked
things off right for the
Calloway County wrestling
team Saturday, walking away
with the top spot in the 170 lb
weight class with four wins in
the Caldwell Tiger Classic.
He wasn't the only Laker to
wrack up a top three placing,
though, as Tyler Wilson also
recorded A third place finish in.
the 182 lb class.
Christian Dinh (220) and
Aaron Morrison (195) were

next in line for head coacN
Dickie Walls, notching fourth
place finishes in their respec
tive events while Nick WAS
(106), Rustin .Burkeen (1601
and Bryson Elliot (145) fin4
ished fifth, sixth and seventh
respectively, in their classes.
Calloway County will retu
to the mat tomorrow as the
travel to Union CouhtI to talc
on the Braves and
ou
Carmel. III.. in a 6:3(1 p.m.
match.

GREG WADDELL I Ledger & Times

Natalie Hahs had arguably the best day of any Calloway swimmer as she
broke her own record in the 500 freestyle.

•Racers
point lead into halftime, and went business."
From Page 12A
Canaan was joined in doublethree-pointers in just over two up by as many as 21 midway
through
second
the
half,
figures
deflating
by Aska, who recorded a
minutes, spearheading an 18-6
any hopes the Red Wolves had of double-double, putting in 14
Racer run.
points while pulling down II
Once in front. Prohm said his an upset.
Arkansas State cut the Murray rebounds.
team began to revert back to the
When asked whether or not a
things they had done well all sea- State lead down to as low as
seven late in the contest, but looming four-day Christmas
son long.
"What we weren't doing was never seriously threatened the break would have any ramifications on his team's preparations
we weren't defending and we Racers' lead.
"We know that everyone is for Wednesday's Ohio Valley
weren't getting into passing
lanes," Prohm said. "We finally going to give us their best shot." Conference opener against UTdid that, and when we did, we Canaan, who led the Racers with Martin, Prohm looked toward the
were able to get some transition 21 points, said after the game. back of the room where Aska and
"That's what they gave us early, Canaan were standing and asked,
three's and some easy baskets."
Murray State carried a five- but we settled in and took care of "You guys will be ready, right?"

Both guys answered with a
quick head nod.
"Yeah, they will be ready,"
Prohm said.

Murray State
Arkansas State

35 31 — 66
30 23 — 53

Murray State (12-0, 0-0) — Canaan 21
Aska 14 Poole 11 Long 6, Daniel 5.
Jackson 5, Wilson 3, Garrett 1
FG: 23-51 3-pt.: 8-19 FT: 12-18
Rebounds: 37 Turnovers: 13
Arkansas State (5-6) — Towsnel 17
Sterrenberg 10 liooten 9 Peterson 6.
Kirkland 5. Finn 2. Dickerson 2 Clark 2
FG: 20-49 3-pt.: 5-16 FT: 8-11
Rebounds: 26 Turnovers: 15

MAY THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY BRING YOU ITS
TREASURES IN ABUNDANCE. LASTING FRIENDSHIPS.
FAMILY JOYS. HAPPINESS AND PROSPERITY.

THE GALLIMORE FAMILY
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Fashion Boots
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MNESSEN

Many
Styles
To Choose
From!

orner of 4th & Glendale • Murray, KY • 753-7634
Open Tuesday - Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

VOTED #1
NINE
TIMES!

YOUR
HOMETOWN
HEATING
HEADQUARTERS!

West KY's Authorized Monessen Dealer/Distributor!
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May the
Christmas
season bless you
and yours as we
have been blessed
this past year.

Thank you for
.14
your business.
Merry Christmas
and
Happy New Year!

PIM

Merry Christmas!
Paul, Vickie,
& Kandis

Chavis
Kea' Estate
and Auction

GARLAND
• RENTALS

304 N. 12th St.
(270)761-7253

(270)753-2905

dauri,
PIM
111

Happy Holidays
& best wishes to F*4
all of our customers.

Best wishes
& Happy
Holidays

TRENT
GARLAND
CONSTRUCTION
INC

Bring this ad In
and receive
10% offshoes
Gas Buster

Motors

..Name Brand
Discount Shoes
800 S. 4th St.
(270)753-7634

(270)293-0541
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Merry
Christmas
to all our past,
present, and
future customers.

We want to
remind
everyone the
reason for
Christmas.

Hall's Waste
Management

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
We're proud to
serve this
community and
wish you all the
best in the
coming year.

Min

1/kniglit's
Carpet $c ATLaar
Centering

INSURANCE
Lou V.
McGary

1593 Coles
Campground Rd.
(270)759-1151

1604 Hwy 121 Bypass
(270)753-7743

Merry
Christmas
and
Happy New Year!

Thanks for
the warm
welcome.

Saving lives & property
"mg11111

Murray
Complete
Auto Care
From:Sparky 6-

Calloway County Fire Sbeetle's Fire Prevention
Public Education Team

507 S. 12th St.
(270)759-0003

403 Tom Taylor Trail
(270)753-7728

(270)753-7890
800 a.m.- 800 p.m.

Merry
Christmas!

Thank You for
your business &
e sure to stop by

Dan Miller
Auction Service

Murray
Complete
Auto Care

Auctioneers
Dan Miller
435-4144
Terry D. Paschall
767-9223
Darrell Beane
435-4420

Merry Christmas!

Brimis
Quality
& Lube
507 S. 12th St
759-0003

Happy Holidays
& a big thank
you to all our
past & future
customers &
friends.
The Knight Family

Serving West Kentucky
for 39 years!
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INDEX
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Merry
Christmas
and
Happy New Year
from your friends at

RudyPS
on the square

PIM

Thank you for
your business In
2011.
Merry Christmas &
Happy New Year
m our family to
yours!

Allan's Gravel
& Sand
(270)753-1601

753-9899

Kailey
Sandra's
hool of Dance
wishes everyone a
Merry Christmas &
Happy New Year

nom

Thanks for
letting me serve
you in 2011!
Look forward to
serving you in 2012!
Merry Christmas &
Happy New Year!

Murray City
Councilman
Amos McCarty
Listens to your
concerns.
Votes with you in
mind.

Classifiec
Comics...
Communi
Forum .:.
Learning
Obituarie.
Sports ...

7111
65!

